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Cases in Small Settle- Senator Lorimer Is Completely Those Who Escaped Suffocation
Exonerated by Report of
Are Being Griddled to Death
Senate Committee
Vaccination.
by Flames.

ment That Was Opposed to

Governor Mills aud Territorial En?
gineer Charles D. Miller were much
pleased with the work done on the
Scenic Highway in the Santa Fe canon upon their trip to Monument Rock
yesterday with Warden Cleofes Romero who made arrangements to
move the convict camp to the Santa
s
Vegas road near Glorieta. The
road up the canon ha3 been completed
to the switchbacks over the Dalton
divide tying up with them on the
second level. This now affords a continuous road of more than fifteen
miles and to within a few miles of th
Pecos. That portion of the road constructed this summer and fall is sixteen feet wide, superbly constructed,
with ingot iron culverts. The road
lies entirely on the south side of the
canon without crossing the river once.
The old river road crossed the stream
times. Much credit betwenty-thre- e
longs to Governor Mills, the Good
Roads Commission and Warden Romero for pushing the work which will
ho rpsnmpfl next soring when the
switchbacks will be cleared of debris
that has fallen into them the past few
years that the road has been neglected. The road will then be pushed
through to the Pecos by July 4 there
to connect with the main road up and
down the river.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Oscar Lohman of
Dona Ana county $10,241.74; from the
trustees of the Las Vegas grant $120.
Tax Colections for 1910.
On December 1, fifty per cent of the
1910 tax duplicate was due. According to statistics prepared by theV. office
of Traveling Auditor Charles
in some counties like Grant and
Luna less than six per cent of the taxes are delinquent while in counties
like Santa Fe more than 42 per cent
are due. The following is the percentage of the total duplicate, that
has been collected in each county:
Bernalillo 22.31; Chaves 11.86; Colfax 30.33; Curry 13.04; Dona Ana
29.82; Eddy 14.54; Grant 44.01; Guadalupe 28.17; Lincoln 4.58; Luna
44.52; McKinley 37.91; Mora 28.11;
Otero 34.64;. Quay 19.81; Rio Arriba
9.68; Roosevelt 13.18; Sandoval 32.83;
San Juan 26.17; San Miguel 24.24;
Santa Fe 7.84; Sierra 29.26; Socorro
18.11; Taos 19.64; Torrance 17.33;
Union 22.85; Valencia 31.67.
Sent to Reform School.
'Sheriff Charles L. Ballard will leave
the
tonight for Springer to place inHowterritorial reform school there
ard Howell, who will serve two years
for arson and Roscoe Spriggs 1 year
for burglary. Howell is the son of
prominent residents of Roswell and
set fire to a number of places in that
city, for the pure fun of it.
Fe-La-

Saf-for-

Washington, Dec. 21. In a special
message to Congress, President Tafti
today advised the adoption of a Joint
resolution authorizing the annulment
of that portion of the constitution of
the new state of New Mexico attempting to change the boundary lines between New Mexico and Texas.
Lorimer Completely Exonerated.
'Washington, Dec. 21. The report
of the Senate committee on privileges
and elections, in the Lorimer bribery
case today was presented to the Senate by Senator Burrows. The report
says: "No testimony was offered
which tends in the remotest degree to
implicate Senator Lorimer in any personal act of bribery or attempted
bribery or corrupt practices of any
nature."
Clark Survey Goes.
Washington, Dec. 21. The senate
quickly adopted the joint resolution
authorizing the annulment of
of the New Mexico constitu
tion, attempting to change the established boundary between Texas and
New Mexico. It also provides for remarking the boundary as established
by the Clark survey made in 1859-60- .
The House has not acted on the resolution.
Telegraphed to Governor Mills.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Dec. 21. Thex President's special message today was upon the lines of the Culberson and
Stephens resolutions Introduced in
the Senate and House respectively by
those Texas statesmen. His object Is
to avoid hard feeling along the boun
dary and litigation in the courts for
the next twenty years. In the House,
Stephens-movethat his joint resolution be passed at once but Paine, the
Republican floor leader, who defeated
the Stephens resolution for Delegate
Andrews in the last session of Congress, objected and Speaker Cannon
ruled that the resolution must be re
ferred for action to the committee on
judiciary which reported against it at
the last session. Delegate Andrews
will this afternoon at 4 o'clock telegraph the President's message to Gov
ernor Mills.
Congress Takes Holiday Recess.
Washington, Dec. 21. Congrecs adjourned today for the holiday recess
until January 6.
that-portio-

d

No Dissenting

View Filed.

Washington, Dec. 21. The conclusion reached by the committee was:
"That Mr. Lorimer's right to a seat
in the Senate has not been shown to
be invalid by the employment of corrupt methods or practices." The re
port declares that those who confessed receiving bribes should not be believed and that the votes of those whc
are charged with paying bribes should
Recruits for the Penitentiary.
Sheriff Seeundino Romero of San be counted. The dissenting views of
Miguel county will arrive in Santa Fe Senator Frazier were not filed with the
this evening on Santa Fe train No. 1, report.
Bill by Andrews.
with a dozen or more re ruits for the
Dec. 20, Delegate An
penitentiary. Sheriff Charles L. BalWashington,
lard and deputies today placed the drews introduced the following bill:
following in the penitentiary from ,That the Secretary of the Treasury
Roswell where they had been sen- be, and he is hereby, authorized and
tenced by .Chief Justice William H. directed to pay out of any money in
Pope; V. C. Musgrave, four years for the Treasury of the United States,
horse stealing. Musgrave is a brother not otherwise
"appropriated, to Atan-asiof the notorious leader of the MusCasus of San Miguel county,
case
his
grave band, pe has appealed
State of New
the sum of five!
and is to the fore at the penitentiary hundred dollarsMexico,
In full compensation!
only as a jail prisoner for safekeep- for loss of property sustained
by him
ing. Park M. Edmonson, one year to at the hands of
the Navajo Indians
eighteen months for cattle stealing; on or about
March, 1859, and the
John Hart, cattle stealing, one year
to eighteen months; Amado Guertas, court ol claims is hereby given jurissix months to one year for assault diction to investigate and try said
with a deadly weapon; Bat Harris, a case under the provisions of the Tunegro, six to ten years for murder in cker Act, approved March 3, 1887,
the second degree, his victim having irrespective of the Indian Depredabeen W. M. Merchant of Eddy county; tion Act of March 3, 1891.
Chairman Clapp, of the Senate
Jasper G. Davis, one year to twenty
months for cattle stealing; James
committee on Indian Affairs has regill, two to three years for burglary; ported to the Senate the appropriaDonaciano Aguilar two to three years tion bill for the bureau of Indian affor forgery; William J. Satterwhite, fairs.
Besides the usual appropria
one to three vears for horse stealing; tion, previously reported, It now conElza White, one year to twenty tains the provisions for Delegate Anmonths for horse stealing; Charles drews for
constructing two bridges
Garner, two to four years for horse across the Rio Grande River, one at
stealing. Five more were booked for or near the Isleta Indian Pueblo, New
penitentiary service, but they appeal- Mexico, and the other at or near San
ed their cases.
Felipe, New Mexico, not far from AlDid Not Believe in Vaccination.
fifty-fiv- e
thousand dollars;
buquerque,
The territorial department of
that
Indian labor shall be
has been notlfled that eigh- Provided,
teen cases of smallpox are reported employed as far as practicable in the
at Des Moines, Union county. Des building of said bridges Also the
for
Moines, last year, most bitterly fought provision for Delegate Cameron
the compulsory vaccination law and constructing a bridge across the LitRethrough the representations of its on- tle Colorado River on the Navajo
Crosnear
or
at
Tanner's
servation
Moines
the
Swastika,
Pes
ly paper,
dolmany people refused to have their sing, Arizona, ninety thousand
The sums for - the Indian
lars.
children vaccinated.
scholls at Albuquerque, $85,000, Santa
Notary Public
Governor Mills today appointed Eli- '$56,000, Phoenix, Fort Mojave and
jah W. Hulbert of Picacho, Lincoln Truxton uanyon, Arizona, remains u.b
county, a notary public.
previously reported.
Big Balances In County Treasuries.
Almost a million' and a half dollars BLANKET OF WHITE COVERS
ROCKY MOUNTAINS,
were in the twenty-sicounty treasuries of New Mexico on December 1, Denver, Dec. 21. The Rocky Mounaccording to Traveling Auditor Chas. tain states will have a white Christ
V. Safford,' the largest sum on record. mas after all. Snow is falling heavily
Four counties had more than $100,000 today In Utah, western central Colo
each in their county treasuries,, and rado, northern New Mexico and Ari
there wasn't one that had less than zona, and shows no indications of
ceasing. From three to six Inches
V
Continued on Page Eight. ' have fallen.
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Almost Million and Half Sur President Taft and Senate Two Hundred and Ninety
Men Entombed by ExploStraighten Out Texas-Neplus in Twenty Six County
Mexico Boundary
Treasuries.
sion in English Colliery
SILL-PO-

VOTE

Bolton, Eng., Dec. 21. An explosion
followed by a fire, ccurred at the
Little Hulton Colliery of the Hulton
Colliery Company here this morning
soon after two hundred and ninety
miners had gone below the surface.
The cause and extent of the disaster
were in doubt several hours. The
first rescue party that reached the
scene brought seven mpn and boys to
safety and the latter recovered five
bodies. Smoke and gas filled the mine
following the explosion and the chances of the imprisoned men escaping
was made small by the wedging
of
cages, which interfered with the ventilation.
The gas was being driven
back upon the entombed men. Meanwhile the fire raged fiercely and it
is supposed that many who were not
killed by noxious gases were burned
to death. Thousands of half crazed
women and children surround the
moulh of the mine and the pitiful
scenes familiar to coal mining disas
ters are being enacted.
No Hope Held Out.
Bolton, Dec. 21. At two this afternoon only eight men had escaped and
the outlook for the rescue of the others is dubious. At that hour ten bodies had been recovered.
Hope Is Abandoned.
Bolton, Dec. 21. Fate of some 280
men still entombed, remains in doubt
this evening, but those who have
been below in their efforts at rescue,
expressed little hope that any more
will be found alive. For a time, the
lives of 700 men were in jeopardy, as
the mine communicating with the one
in which the explosion occurred, was
damaged by the shock and it was
some time before its 400 occupants
could be brought to the surface. One
of the eight miners who have escaped
alive said the force of the explosion
was such that the limbs of many
were blown off.
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Am-muniti-

llliuuitliuit, LieC. Zl. AinpilIleU aUvices change but little today's tele-graphic report of the cutting up of
the government troop train at Mai
Paso on Sunday. The official report
r eaerals kit ei. ten
oi twenty-onforty-twmissing and
wounded,
Btands, with the addition of thirty
slightly wounded, bringing the total
of wounded up to seventy-twon the
train. The injuries of these thirty
are not serious and it is not customary to carry them on the hospital
lists. The defeat of the troop train
with three field pieces and 5."0 men
increases the tension here. On top of
the drawn battle at Cerro Prieto ten
days ago, this is taken as a confirmation of the declaration that President
Diaz, for the first time in a long tenure of office confronts a real revolution. Official reports now doubt tba
estimate of the number of insurrectos in the field, and they are now
placed at 2,(J0t). Conservative Americans who have held all along
that
the government had a Job on its
hands, but would triumph eventually
by force of numbers, are talking a
different strain tonight. The discussion now runs mostly as to how long
General Navarro, with the main force
of Federals can hold out. It is reported that his fores is surrounded In
the vicinity of Pedernales. This story
comes from Americans who came in
with the hospital train from llustillos.
Food has grown scarce with Navarro
and his ammunition supply is deplet-

X

xx

X

LARRAZOLO EPIGRAMS.
I am not abandoning my principles; I am simply changing my
position. I want to be on higher ground; be a freer and a more independent man and instead of supplicating and petitioning, as masters we will have the right to command.
While I believe in party loyalty, I do not believe that it is the
duty of any citizen to surrender his conscience to any man or party.
This constitution is reasonably easy of amendment in fact more
so tban that of any OTHER state constitution with the exception of
Oklahoma.
Will we pay our legislators too much in giving them $" a day
when it is the unwritten law of every capital city, from Washington down, that not a member of the legislature shall leave the
capital with a dollar in his pocket.
Is $5,000 salary for your governor of a state too much, when he
has to entertain the distinguished representatives of other states
and other lands, or would you have him give them a dish of
If so I'd like the recall to exist for such!
Is $4,000 too much to pay your attorney general? Ask Mr. Catron
if be would give up his law practice for that sum!
If it takes too much money to become a free people. I want to petition the government to put us on a reservation li!:e the Pueblo Indians and appoint a guardian to look after us.
Are we going to despair and challenge the honesty of humanity
at large? If so, I'd appeal to the Lord to send us down an army of
angels to govern us.
The corporations DID have their agents in Santa Fe to obtain
special concessions in the constitution but they most signally failed
to secure anything, or I am unable to read the English language,
or I am a third rate lawyer.
Since when has the Democratic party become a party of Anarchists? The Democratic party I know is that of free men of equal
rights to all.
If amendments to the constitution are needed, I believe in the
loyalty, patriotism, and intelligence of citizens to have these amend-

ments written.
They say: 'ew Mexico is

o

o

but I believe that you will
be controlled by bosses only so long as you desire.
This is your opportunity to adopt a constitution and secure statehood and God only knows when, if ever it will be offered to you
again.
boss-ridon,- "

ed;

Retreat Was a Panic.
Chihuahua, Mex., Dec. 21. The
details of the fight at Mai Paso are
that the troop3 fought bravely for
five hours after being entrapped, but
their efforts to board the train again
to retreat are described as disorderly
and almost panicky. They left their
wounded on the field and the latter
were brought in, it is reported, by another detachment which was hurry-ingtaid the train, and found the federals gone and the enemy likewise.
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 21. A circular
signed by Pascual Oroszco, leader of
the insurrectos in western Chihuahua
and signing himself: "Chief of Arms,"
appeals to all patriotic Mexicans in
the state to rise and join the rebels
The circular recites that the rebels
have not lost a battle but have risked their lives and many have sacrificed them to prove that the Mexican
government can be successfully reo
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Loss Runs Into Millions in

Sad Cases of Mere Boys and a

Philippine War Veteran Who
Went Wrong
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 21. In th
district court this morning Judge
Roberts sentenced the prisoners, who
had pleaded guilty, or been tried and
convicted during the present term, as
follows:
Candelario

Ortiz, pleaded guilty to
manslaughter committed
eighteen years ago, was sentenced to
not less than three nor more than ten

voluntary

years.
Enrique de Herrera, Juan Aragon
and Marisoal Vigil, three young men
found guilty by the jury of larceny
from the dwelling of George Gerke, a
homesteader on the mesa. Enrique
Herrera nine to eighteen months,
Juan Aragon, one to two years; Mars-lea- l
Vigil, two to three years.
Lewis Giese, embezzlement of $167
from the fire department of East Las
Vegas, pleaded guilty and was sen
tenced to two years in the penitentiary. Giese has already served six
months in jail, unable to give bond.
Francisco Jaramillo, killing calf,
sentenced two to five years.
found
John Callaway,
(colored)
guilty by the jury of burglary from
the dwelling house of John H. York,
given not less than four nor more
than five years.
Felipe Sandoval, pleaded guilty to
s
forgery forged his
name to a note and got money on
same from First National bank the
amount he obtained from the bank
was $31.50. Sandoval
renewed the
note from time to time and paid inter
"father-in-law'-

(Continued on Page Five.)
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Train of 550 Men Utterly
Uncle Sam's Revenue From
7
feated by Insurrectos at
That Source Was
Ringing Speech Democratic Leader Says This Opportu-- 1
Never
Come
Bustillos
to
the
Last
Year
May
nity
Again
Spanish Speaking
Citizens and Points Finger of Warning to Disfranchise- merit Scheme of Arizonians Answers Many Arguments: jEN, NnnffjO 15 SUFiFiOllDEO EXPENSES S5M000 ME
Against Constitution and Is Wildly Cheered at Big Nonpartisan Meeting at Court House Last Night -- Mayor Running Short of Food and
Average Salaries of Clerks and
21 Federals Killed,
Carriers Higher Than Ever
Hon.
B.
T.
C.
Hon.
M.
Catron,
Seligman,
Compton and
72 Wounded.
Eefore.
Frank Owen Other Speakers.

.&,'!

SENTENCED

60,000

j

Por-tale-

Y

REBELS

FOR

LARRAZOLOI

Democrats and Republicans buried j lican who in turn turned over the ora
the political hatchet last night and torical nreworks to a Democrat, with
rubbed elbows and exchanged friend- a good humor that might, be expected
ly smiles at a monster mass meeting of children in one happy family.
held in the court house to hear the
It was a happy family last night
constitution discussed by that noted and 'every oue seemed a booster for
Democratic lead?", ynitor and citizen, statehood, throwing down party lines
O. A. Larrrfzolo" of Las Vegas. There to help push New Mexico toward the
H.
MARKHAM
CHAS.
were other speakers, too: Mayor
long coveted goal.
SUCCEEDS J. T. HARAHAN.
Hon. C. M. Compton of
Mayor Arthur Seligman,.a staunch
Hon. T. B. Catron and Frank Democrat presided
at the meeting
Latter Retires From Presidency of
Owen. Gov. Mills was present and fre- which began at S p. m. instead of 8:30
Illinois Central Railroad on His
The and Marcelino Ortiz, a well known
quently led in the applause.
70th Anniversary.
New York, Dec. 21. Charles H. speeches were in English but ably Republican, former assessor of the
Markham, recently identified with the
oil interests of Pittsburg was today
elected president of the Illinois Central railroad to succeed James T.
Harahan who retires on his seventieth
r
birthday. Mr. Markham was formerly
sisted.
vice president and general traffic manager of the Southern Pacific.
'
"
ft fj.
,
7" ft '
s.
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fhorlo.

assistant

post-- I

in his annual

report

first

suhmUl(,d todav t0 postmaster Gener.
.
.
,
,
.... .
di iniLururh, smntt iiiai uie number
of postoflices in operation on June 30,
1!10, was r.It.r.SO. The gross revenue
of the postal service during the fiscal
year amounted to $224.12S,6:j7.C2, an
increase of $2O,rC0,2-17.."The expenditures for the year aggregated
$22!77.22-l."0and increase of
The deficit was $"i,4S4.5t;6.-SS- ,
as compared with $17,(41,719.82
for the preceding year. Although the
business of the postal service increased during the last fiscal year
more than 10 per cent the expenditures decreased from an average of
8.0(! per cent for each of the ten years
preceding to l.ofi per cent in 1!'M.
The number of postoflices established during the year was
and the
nun'her discontinued 2.07:!. At presidential offices 2,"G postmaster,? were
appointed and at fourth clrss offices
i'AZH postmasters were ap ointrd.
The net increase in the expenditure
for postoflice clerks during the year
was $2. 7.00(i. making the total ex.

l.--

penditures $:il.."S3.5S7, for letter carriers the net increase was $l,S.".0.S2r,
resulting in an aggregate cost of

!,

which was $10,047
less in
1910 than in the previous fiscal year.
The policy of the department to
make no changes in postmasters so
long as their services were satisfactory was followed uniformly throughout the country during the year.
An urgent recommendation
is mada
that the department be given authority properly to adjust the salaries of
assistant postmasters. Vnder the
present system it frequently happens
that an assistant postmaster receives
a smaller salary than some of the
clerks whose work he supervises. The
department has estimated appropriations to adjust this anomalous condition.
It also is urged in the report that
somewhat increased salaries be pro--,
vided tor supervisory employes.

superintendents, assistant superintendents and foremen, some of
whom now receive less in salary than
is received by some clerks and letter
carriers. It is pointed out that many
efficient supervisory officers have received no promotion since their appointment although they are subjected to greater responsibilities than
the subordinate employes, greater expenses and longer working hours. The
entire amount requested for the promotion
of supervisory officers is

about $73,000.
It is recommended, too, that provision be made for the promotion to
higher grades and increased salaries
of expert distributors of mail In various offices. It is pointed out that the
services of these men are invaluable
and that they are difficult to replace
when they leave the service.
An urgent recommendation
Is made
that in the event of the death of a
postoflice clerk in the line of his duty
provision be made for the payment of
a reasonable sum to his heirs, precisely as now is done in the eve,nt of
the death of a railway postal clerk
in the line of duty. It Is shown that
the Increasing use of labor saving
e
machinery in the modern city
makes greater the liability to
accidents.
In the office at New York
alone four employes have been killed
and 04 incapacitated since 1908, as the
result of Injuries received in the
performance of their duty, yet it has
not been possible for the department
to afford them or their families any
post-offic-

New York, Dec. 21. Thirty firemen
had narrow escapes from death early
this morning in a fire that damaged a
building at Hudson an$ Vestry streets, assistance.
occupied by Joseph Liebmann and
It is earnestly recommended that
Company, paper manufacturers, to an appropriation of $10,000 be made
the extent of $75,000. A back draft to reward postal employes who
pre.
caught the firemen, but all managed sent to the department patented de- -'
to get through the blazing rooms vices or
processes that may prove of
without serious injury.
value to the service.
$2,000,000 Fire in Cincinnati.
v
The difficulty of obtaining compeCincinnati, Dec. 21. Fire in "the tent postal employes in remote secfactory district of this city early to- tions of the United Staes postoflice
estimated at territory is urgently called to the at
day caused damage
i
$2,000,000. the death of a fireman and tention of
Congress.
It often is im!an unknown white boy and the injury possible to
obtain efficient clerks for
kit
o t
of six other firemen.
A high winu the salaries fixed
by law and it is
was blowing when the fire broke out urged that the
postmaster general be
conand before it was brought under
authorized to use the regular approOCTAVIANO A. LARRAZOLO.
trol, ten firms had been burned out priations for clerks and letter carriers
,
and eight large buildings destroyed. in the payment of
The Peerless Democratic Leader, Orator and Attorney Who Delivered
higher salaries in
The entire block from Ninth and Syca- such places, for instance as the
s
Splendid Speech Last Night Advocating the Adoption of the
more streets to Broadway was swept
in Alaska.
In a discussion of the clerical
by the flames. The firms burned out
r
were: Krippendorf and O'Neil, shoe
forces of the postal service it
and rapidly interpreted by such excel- county and a booster for Santa Fe and company; Tailor Poole Leather Com- is shown by figures presented In the
lent speakers as Hon. Jose D. Sena New Mexico every hour of the day, pany; Cahill Shoe Company;
Syca- report that no part of the reduction
more Street Stable Company; Griess in the deficit of the
and George W, Armijo, who them- was the secretary of the meeting.
department as a
Victor whole was due to any discrimination
selves showed In their interpretations
Pflueger Leather Company;
Mayor Seligman Speaks,
that the oratorical torch had warmed
Mayor Seligman In opening the Safe and Lock Company; the ware-bous- against clerks and carriers. As a fact
of A. and J. Nurre Company, the average salaries of clerks and carthem too.
meeting said: "It is a great pleasure
There was such spontaneous enthus- for me to preside over such a repre- picture 'frames and moulding; E. O. riers during the year 1910 was higher
iasm throughout the evening, and the sentative gathering called to discuss Duncan Paper Box Company, and the than at any time in the previous- hiscrowd caught on and relished the1 statehood, the most vital issue that Wildberg Box Factory.
tory of the department.
It Is the policy of the department,
jokes that were told so thoroughly has been presented to us for our suf
that the affair was a delight as well frage. Meetings of this character are STEAMER HORNET WEIGHS
as shown by the report, not to require
as an Inspiration. The First Regiment educational to the highest degree and
ANCHOR FOR HONDURAS. any more work in postoflices on Sunband was there too, and distilled pa- I am glad to see this one is so well
New Orleans, Dec. 21. The steamer days and holidays than is absolutely
Hornet after a final and thorough necessary. To this an endeavor is
triotism with stirring melodies that attended.
interlarded the' speeches.
"My friends, for the past 50 years search by the federal authorities to being made to bring about a greater
The meeting was all the more de- or more both the Democratic and Re make sure that it carried no military degree of uniformity in the amount ol
lightful for the'
spirit publican parties, in their national, ter-- equipment sailed this morning on her Sunday work in postoflices and to
that pervaded It, "one Democrat speakmysterious voyage to Central American waters.
(Continued on Page Three.)
ing and then making way for a Repub- Continued on Page Eight.
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One sees delicate
features, soft satin flesh, both in
MINOR CITY TOPICS
THE DAILY BOUND UP.
strong relief as they are surrounded
by a mass of luxuriously rich fabrics
of deep green. There is the big velHIDDEN FRAGRANCE.
vet hat and the rose tinted skin fair21.
The
I
Denver, Colo., Dec.
By Josephine Foster.
And
ly gleams from underneath.
$S
forecast is generally fair in " Sibyl's eyes, they have not the friv-What matter it. If roses bud
and
Or summer clouds are softly draped X south portion tonight
j olous look of the woman
who lives
Thursday; colder in east porAbout the hopes, the hearts of us,
only for society nor have they a hard."
TiOTTA
tion Thursday.
l
Ko
UL imtdd
By which our lives are shaped?
ICUCU,
lllUl DUliC
Cjco Uiai UUIV
The shades of life may close us
gazed too long at the world's misery
is without attempting to relieve it. They
A Happy Father. Fred Hogle
'round,
It's pain may sting or wound, or the proud father of a baby boy, born are almost the baby blue e$s that
yesterday. Both mother and babel the expert flirt would give her diaslay
Mr. Kavel knew
monds to possess.
May we not soothe our griefs with are doing well.
flowers
Collecting Poll Tax. M. S. Clancy his business. He is a great traveler
That others fling away?
was out this morning collecting the and he has observed in traveling. He
So soft we sing our little songs,
has evidently studied feminine "feannll tax for school purposes. It i3
The World in passing scarcely and everyone will "come across."
tures of the soul" and he has given
knows
Ac his Sibyl a pair of eyes that are worth
Pontificate
Will
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the entire year of
The pain or passion of our wrongs
cording to his custom, His Grace, looking at during
The perfume of our rose.
Archbishop Pitaval will pontificate at 1911.
at
9:30 o'clock Christmas morning
Couldn't Get the Poison. Samuel the cathedral. He w,.l deliver a short
Continued on Page Eight.
announced sermon in
Davis, at Albuquerque,
English and in Spanish.
yesterday that he would poison him- Many tourists and visitors make it a
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
self. Every drug store was tele point to go to this mass not only beIs guaranteed to cure
phoned not to sell him any dope, how cause the services are comparatively PAZOcaseOINTMENT
of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Proever, and Davis finally desisted from short, but because they are given with any
Piles In 6 to 14 days or mouey
truding
Me.
all the brilliance customary at the Cahis purpose.
Death of Albuquerque Woman.
thedral of an archdiocese.
If you want anytntng on earth try
Mrs. Mary Buster, widow of Patrick
From 16 to 46 Degrees.
Rnatpr died at. Albuquerque, at the
From sixteen to rorty-sidegrees. a New Mexican Want Ad.
age of forty years. A son, James That was the range in temperature
Buster, survives her.
yesterday while the average relative
Coach. "The new humidity
New Central
was fifty-ninper cent.
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combination car just completed by There was a trace of snow yesterday
the shop men here was taken out on and the precipitation during the
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hours ending at six a.
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Give them a trial if you wish to
by the audience which burst
spend the day here tomorrow and will; og"2
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at
find
a marvellously
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service
light running
conduct regular quarterly
ton stood on the stage and gave the
the Methodist church.
vehicle!
audience a personally conauciea tour,
explaining the topography of the scenWILLIAMS & RISISG
and the identity of the actors.
HOTEL ARRIVALS ery, This
Is a Beautiful Calendar.
310 San Franclsro St. 'Phone 139 Red.
The First National bank has a cal
Palace
J. A. Lyons, Danville, 111; J. H. Mc- - endar for 1911 and as the boys say,
"there is class to it." It is of Sibyl
On Pressing Occasions
Kannon, Denver; Lee A. Harris,
feminine beauty.
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FRESH GROCERIES,

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

TRY US.
Co.

Iinter Grocery
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

.

No. 40.

Telephone

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASE PURCHAStS
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Toys Toys iToys

I

CHOICE FRESH CANDIES
FRESHNEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEATFLOUR

f

SELI6MAIN BROS CO.
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WE HAVE THE GOODS

WITH

'(Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

HOLIDAY GO DDS
In buying your Holiday Goodsj
of us you are assured of attrac-tiv- e
and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.
Come Now and Make Your Selections
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What is more acceptable and appropriate for a Christmas gift than
a nice pair of shoes, a pair of slippers
or some of those comfy house slip' '
pers.
Fine line of ladies and gents felt
and leather house slippers.

THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

TOOLS OF ALL KINDS

j

JOHN PFLUEGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

.v,x
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P. O. Box 219
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Christmas Gifts.
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FOR HALF A CENTURY
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Very Appropriate for

i MULLIGAN

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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frnm tho nainrinjr nf Martin KavAl a
Frenchman, or better still a Parisian.
Claire
Jim While art critics may differ as to
C. L. Ballard, Fred Higgins,
most
Blanton, Buck Ballard, Kosweu; w. which nation has the of beautiful
the "fair
H Reanv. St. Paul: John L. Zimmer women; while admirers
man. O, A. Larrozolo, Las Vegas; K. est creation unnn xiaiy possesses
wno are aDsoiutethe empress-queen- s
t. Robertson. Buckman.
ly peerless and Italy s most noble no- Montezuma
t
to declare
H. S. Cunningham, R. G. Cobbet, blemen will be the first
Mrs. Cobbet, City; H. G. Pettigren, tnai America naa me uncruwueuChicaeo- N A Hardeman. St. Louis; queens of the world; there can be litrunner- T W Smith St. ue aouDi wax. uie rrencu leau me
m
Louis- - v. C. Baxes.
Albuquerque; world in the painting of the beauty of
a beauty which they have
George Gordon, Chicago; Edward A. woman,
wwi. n w stnrVwpather Jr Pecos: idealized and idolized beyond any
m, onrt v r.Pnre P. Williamson modern people. feiDyi is cnaractensof the French manner of painting
Glorietta; E. D. Shaw, New York; L. tic
L.
bhanKlin,
B. Pretsch, Dayton, O.;
St. Louis.
Tke Struggle, for Statehood
Coronado
B.
J.
Linder,
F. G. Blake, Coyote;
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
F.
Nashville,
Tenn.; W. Rogers,
OF EFFORT.
Craine, Amarilla, Tex.
By Hon. L. B, PEINOE
Government Ought to
IThe Book of the Time
Try It In This Section.!
If you would dlsonss the subject
i
Intelligently.
Riverton, Wyo., Dec. 21. The gov--j
1 Aft
Mailed on
ernment is boiling an Indian village,
of
receipt
in the Wind River reservation, near;
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING Oo,
this place. Everything about the set- Santa Fe, N. M.
tlement teppees, clothing, blankets,
harness, etc. that can be boiled is
being subjected to that treatment to
We Have Built Up
destroy traces of smallpox. This vilwere
quarlage is where 100 Indians
antined while they suffered from
smallpox in a mild form. There were
no deaths, and the quarantine is practically lifted. The hot water method
of disinfection was resorted to
the Indians more Teadily understand it.

HAVE TOOLS TO
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
CAR PEN.
FOR FARMERS,
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KIND8;
EVERYBODY.
FOR
GARDENERS
BLACKSMITHS,
TERS,
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR 8TUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN

FRANK F. GORMLEY'S

oal

i

-

itnv

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

-

We have it.

Wholesale
&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and

j

SALT.

Retail

Sole Ageits For
IMERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHODSE IN SANTA PE"

.SKSS45

255 45

LEO HERSCH

e

Lais

Manicure Sets,
& Traveling Cases,

Gents

Brush, Comb & Mirror Sets,
:
Puff Boxes
Cologne Bottles

Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties
San Francisco Street,

H. C. YONTZ

SATISFACTION
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HACK SERVICE
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Baggies and Saddle Horses

GALLAGHER'S TRIAL IS
ONCE MORE POSTPONED.
New York, Dec. 21. the trial of
James Gallagher for shooting "Big
Bill"' Edwajrjd4 the Street cleaning
commissioner, while the latter was
trying to protect Mayor Gajnor from
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Gallagher's attack last August, wai
in
3.
quantities and have svery
large
until
postponed
today
January
modern facility for furnishing the
ROAD TAX NOTICE.
very best rough or dressed
The time for paying road tax in the
Lumber
thus
city has been extended until Decem of every description. We ar
ber 31, 1910. Those who have not yetjenaWed
make the vpry beBt prjceg
paid should take or send the moneyjfor Luml)er of guch high grade,
to police headquarters on San Francis- - Wo win he nleaaed
fleure on your
co street when a receipt will be given contracts.
or sent them.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Mayor.

Charles W. Dudrow

FOR CHRISTMAS

FOR CHRISTMAS

FOR CHRISTMAS

McDONALDS rAtWrtftlrKKIOKr

JOHNSTONS "

U

when you need your clothing, or any
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accomplish it yourself because you will lose
both time ana temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a profes- sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
you in promptness, excellence
reasonable price.

Trlmzi.iyl
Telephone 85

and

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

CO

SPRINGER, NEW., MEXICOJ
irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
?
ideal homes ready for you.
Offers

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- -ernment lan. We have Irrigation enterprises, netdtagr capital. Moneyed : men are;
i
In vited to correspond with as.

RANCHES,
LARGE
AND

PLAZA BARBERSHOP
For 19 yeare the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

IN NEW

MEXICO,

LET US HEAR

RANCHES,
LARGE

A?P

SMALL.
FROM YOU,

.

OUR NEW P1TCU
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve. Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
&

SMALL
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

LIVERY STABL
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

FITCH

BATHS

When in Need of Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. FHONB RED 122.

ntasar Avmm

FOR CHRISTMAS

and Le Tfefle
Atea
Domestic.

and

Steam Coal.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00t to $20.00 per acre

IKERR'S

BATHS

Lump

CERRILL08

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

BATHS

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

Wood

WHOLESALE
AfA D RETAIL

Screened

j
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If it's Hardware

;
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SEE.
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CHAS. CLOSSON
FOR CHRISTMAS

Imported
Key West
Domes1"
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DECEMBER 21, 1910.

WEDNESDAY,

VOTE FOR THE CONSTITUTION
DECLARES O. A. LARRAZOLO.

ONE WEAK SPOT.
Most Santa Fe People Have a Weak
Part and Too Often Its' The Back.
weak spot.
Everyonj ha
Too often its' a bad back.
Twinges follow every sudden twiBt.
Dull aching keeps up, day and night
TellS you the kidneys need help
For backache is really kidney-achA kidney cure is what you need.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
e.

Cure backache and urinary ills.
Santa Fe people recommend the
remedy.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is Just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended them in 1902. I was caused much
suffering by backache for three years
and my loins were so painful at times
that It was all I could do to ge around.
Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved
i

me and I had no return attack of the
trouble for six months. At that time
my work brought on a recurrence of
backache. I at once took Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me relief. A
medicine that lives up to the claims
made for It like Doan's Kidney Pills
do, deserve the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers, price 50
cents. Forste-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
TO AND FROM ROSWCLU.

Continued

from Page One.

ritorial and county

elections

have

adopted planks in their platforms asking for New Mexico's admission into
the union. For more than twenty
years I can personally recall both
parties have insisted upon their delegates to Congress, whether Republic
can or Democratic, to urge the passage of an enabling act so as to give
Each session of Conus statehood.
gress these delegates pleaded, prayed
or demanded this admission and for
these reasons I do believe that the
issue is not now and never was a poone.
litical issue but a
It is right and proper therefore that
this meeting should be a
one. We want to be educated on the
statehood matter and then we shall be
able to vote as we believe best."
Mr. Seligman aroused much enthusiasm in announcing that Romulo Martinez, former TJ. S. marshal of New
Mexico, a prominent and influential
citizen, had assured him that he Is
for the constitution and that he would
n

n

address he meeting that night were
he feeling better. Mr. Martinez left
this morning to stump Rio Arriba
county for the constitution, it is said.
The mayor was greeted with warm
applause as he proceeded to introduce
the first speaker, C. M. Compton,
delegate in the constitutional convention from Portales, Roosevelt county.
Address.
"The greatest opposition I find in
the territory to statehood comes from
the county officers but I am glad to
Mr.

Compton's

say that is not the case in Santa F
county for I hear every last one of
Go to
them is for it. (Applause.)
Chaves
and Roosevelt
Guadalupe,
counties and you can find the seat of
the opposition. Of course if we vote
down the constitution it means we
cannot get statehood for at least two
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance years and officers would hold their
Is 5.80 and between Torrance and
jobs. I would not talk so plain about
Roswell 10. Reserve seats on auto- this matter here
tonight if I did not
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
know how your county officers feel,
for I of course want to take care of
If you want anything on earth try my mother's baby wherever I go
a New Mexican Want Ad.
(Laughter.) Let me ask you there- Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ro
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rob
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The

ft

There is Only One

"Bromo Quinine 99
That is
LoizativQ Bromo Quinine
jC
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THE GLOSING OUT SALE
is still going on

'

TRAVIS

I

.

at

STORE

S

The Price is what is doing
the business

two-third-

Look over our stock before
you buy

J

We are bound to close out
if we can't get cost we wil
have to take less. The
Stock has got to go.

LOOKING FOR

IN

o

:

Persian Silk Waist Patterns, per yard
Men's Bath Robes, Warm and Beautiful
$4.50
Sweater Coats
$1.00
Ladles' and Gents' Neckwear, the newest fads and fancies
prices.
Handkerchiefs, the finest line every brought to Santa Fe
Men and Women 6c to 50c
f. .
,
j

fore to lay down partisan politics and
You Must Read This If You Want the tion was attracted to Folev'g Kidney
Benefit.
jrrjadice and vote for this constituRemedy and I am glad to say after
ted. Talk to your neighbor, look inJ. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., stif-- l using this wonderful medicine I am
to his eyes and tell him what you
fered with a severe case of lumbago. no longer bothered in any way by my
think about It.
"The pains were so intense I was fore old enemy lumbago." Sold at Capital
"We have to have statehood.
We
ed to hydomeric injections for relief. Pharmacy.
cannot get capital in the east to deThese attacks started with a pain in
velop this territory properly without
If you want anything on earth try
the smail of my back which gradually
it for capitalists feel that nothing is
became fairly paralyzing. My atten a New Mexican Want Ad.
certain in a territory. If you vote
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO III ONE DAT,
down the constitution your property
values will tumble down fifty per cent
but if we vote for the constitution and Always remember the full name. Look
carry it I believe by 5,000 to 10.000 lot this signature on every box
25c.
in 60 days our property will go up 50
cent."
100
to
per
Mr. Compton told the story of an
eastern capitalist who refused to in- stitution or shall we remain in slav- - regarding the amending of this convest in and around Portaies as long ery? In the name of God I say to: stitution? I think I make no mistake
as New Mexico is a territory hut prom- you; in the name of your children andj in saying that every state constituised to put out $100,000 if we get In the name of a free and independ-- tion, except that of Oklahoma, makes
statehood. As he took his seat he was ent loving people I say to you moBt provision that, it cannot be amended
applauded.
decidedly take this constitution which' except in a period of many years and
now Is at stake. (Cheers and ap- by an overwhelming vote. Yet ours
Mr. Catron Speaks.
then introduced' plause.)
Mayor Seligman
by a mere majority of the voters and
1
Hon. Thomas B. Catron who said:
"You may ask if I am abandoning, within two years after its adoption
1 and every
been
after
we
66
have
my
my
'For
years
eighth year thereafter, perfriends,
principles? No,
the boon of statehood, or ever since am simply changing my position. I mits the submission of amendments as
a
want to stand on higher ground, to be, the great states of Maine, Oregon,
General Kearny came and made
promise for which fulfillment we have freer and a more independent man and North Dakota, Kansas and some other
clamored ever since. We have been insteid of petitioning and supplicating states, nine I think in all. were en
left in the dark. We are governed by to be masters who will have the right abled to amend the constitution so as
to write in it the initiative and refer- a president who lives over 2,000 to command. (Applause.)
miles away and his pets or personal
"Has the constitution any defects? endum. They could do 60 and they
s
vote of!
favorites taken from any part of the I am sorry that I as a Democrat DID do so with a
United States may be sent here as our should be called upon to comment un- the legislature. If they could do so,
governors.
favorably on the appeal made by my why do our friends on the other side
"Yet is there anywhere you can go own party to fight against this very say it is impossible to do it with a
to a people better qualified to govern constitution for I fiud myself called mere majority?
themselves than in New Mexico? We iu to criticize the reasons they give
"I said before and I say now, I am
have passed through the fiery furnace to oppose this constitution.
in favor of the initiative applying
of
experiand now take advantage
"I desire to consider these reasons also to the constitutional amendments
ence. In a state the people are born as voiced by certain resolutions pass- but I do not mean that I would want
to statehood and do not realize its ad- ed at a convention held here Satur- such an easy manner of amendment
No one knows how to ap- day. I do not know just what these that every demagogue could keep us
vantages.
preciate a good thing until he has resolutions were that were passed, In hot water amending the
had the opposite experience.
because I was not present at the time
"As regards this constitution there they were passed. It is true that San
Don't Be Extremists.
are somethings in it I do not like and Miguel county in a spirit, of irony, "My friends, the constitution is the
one
some
in
it
some
there are
things
(laughter) had tendered me the hon- basic law on which the legal structure j
else does like. Every man thinks he or to be a delegate to that conven- is erected and
you cannot afford toi
could have done better than any oth- tion at the same time telling me to
it every other year. While it
It is work against the constitution. (Laugh- change
er in writing this constitution.
must not bo made unnecessarily difa compromise."
ter.)
ficult of amendment neither must it
Mr, Catron then discussed various
Duty to the People.
be too easy. You must not be extremprovisions of the constitution empha"Now, I take this opportunity to ists either way. This constitution
sizing the importance of the five call your attention to the principles drafted for you is reasonably easy of
months' schooling and wound up with which I advocated to you on numer amendment more so than the constia peroration on the emancipation ous occasions lor tne past ten or tution of any other state except that
statehood will give a territory. Mr. twelve years. I have said to you that of Oklahoma which is the only state
Catron was vigorously applauded.
while I do believe in party loyalty I that has written in its constitution
Frank Owen's Speech.
do not believe that it is the duty of this initiative and referendum. Now
Mayor Seligman arose and stated a citizen to surrender his conscience let us consider another objection.
that the train was late and Mr. Larra-zol- to any man or any set of men, or to "We have 'too expensive a judiciHe any party of any name (cheers). We
would be the last speaker.
ary?' and the power is given to the
introduced Frank Owen, manager of owe a duty to our party but above all legislature to increase the number of
Comthe Santa Fe Water and Light
party consistency is the duty to our judges. Why this objection? Is $4,500
See our Shirts, Collars, Tics, Shoes,
pany and who is an ardent Democrat, country and its people.
too much pay a judge when we get
and called the hero of the eighteenth
"I have preached that doctrine to statehood? They are getting practicHose, Jew ery etc etc. : : : :
ward. Mr. Owen said in substance: you and now I am putting it in prac- ally $5,000 a year now. Do you want,
If We have got what you want, we
"I did what I could for the initia tice. I assure you that neither party to cut that salary of $1,500 down to
tive and referendum but on January could so bind me as to work against $2,000? What is the judiciary but the
can
you some money : : :
21 I am going to the polls and vote the people.
anchor which shall ever maintain the
for that constitution. (Cheers.) I am
"I do not know what the resolutions ship of state in its proper place, the
going to exercise one of those func passed are as I refused to take a safeguard of the liberties of a free
tions in a full and hearty support of seat in that convention thus bound as people?
In I was. I shall quote however from a
the constitution. (More cheers).
"What is required of the judiciary?
the words of the bible 'Am I my broth newspaper I have here what the reso- Why to be a good judge and proer's keeper?' And I want to tell you lutions are or are supposed to be. found lawyer one must almost bethat, if we are not able to take care Here we have a number of reasons come a hermit and live incarcerated
of ourselves we have laws to do it.
given by that convention as reasons in a student's cell. Do you believe
"Each voter stands as the guardian opposing the constitution. Lets read that a man should give up practically
of his resources, of the resources of the reasons and discuss each in de- all worldly pleasure and spend his
his city, his county and the territory tail.
life time as a recluse, a hermit in
yet there are always a bunch of fel"Reasons" for Opposition.
study for $2,000 to $2,500 only per
lows, the ones 'Who would be
"First, is 'the difficulty of amend- year? You know as well as I do that
CATRON
M. W. TRAVIS
damned if they do and damned if they ment.' It is pointed out that it Is so a man with a family say of only five
BLOCK
Propt
s
don't." Did the voters select
difficult to amend that it might be im- children (laughter) cannot now live
of the constitutional conven possible to ever write the initiative
tion or of the legislature from dishon- in it. But what are the provisions
(Continued on Page Seven.)
est men? I do not believe so.
"Those opposing statehood, which
they do in opposing this constitution,
remind me of those who having sat at
a bare board crying for something to
eat at last see the fatted calf served
up and some fellow sets up a howl
that it has been poisoned between the
kitchen and the table, kick over the
table and continue to starve. Don't
do that, Mr. Voter. Don't listen to
the cry of 'Wolf, Wolf, but carefully
consider what this means to you."
Mr. Owen concluded saying that the
time is coming to open the doors of
New Mexico and added:' "God never
made a place where people could be
brought with a better conscience on
part of the bringers." There were
cheers as Mr, Owen finished. During
Mr. Owen's speech O. A. Larrazolo
and several friends entered the hall
and there was tumultuous applause
which was renewed as the noted Democrat arose at about 9:40 p. m. to
speak.
At Last Larrazolo!
Mr. Larrazolo spoke with the fire
of the orator warmed up to his subject; he spoke convincingly and his
eyes blazed as he poured out a torrent of sarcasm anil logical reasoning against the objections raised by
opponents of the constitution recent
ly written. Mr. Larrazolo although tired by his journey, was In good voice
and it filled the hall. His humor, too,
was not lost and it tickled the crowd
who finally gave the speaker a fine
ovation as he concluded his speech.
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ransacts general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on ths most favorable terms on all kinds o!
personal and collate raj security. Buys and sells bonds arid
stocks ia all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makss telegraphic transfer
of money to al4 parts of the civ ilized world on as libera terms
as are given by any money transiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments
livestock anJ products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking Una,
and anss to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and tbe principles of sound bank-- 5
ing. Safety deposit boxes for real The patronage of the
public is r especially solicited--

2

e

2
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1-- 4

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
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One of the Best Hotels in the
ROOMS

j

4

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

2

j

IN SUITE WITH PRIVBATE

2

1--2

West

BATH

Large Sample!

for

Room

Com-

mercial Travelers
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SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

1-- 2

2

2

2

2
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The Claire Hotel
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1--4

1--4
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HAS A ROOM FOR IYOU.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted,
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

Prices European Plan, $1.00

Up

d

J C. DIGNE0,

j

IVIGNTEZUMA

a

small-calibere-

Proprietor.

HOTELS

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE

ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

C0RONADO HOTEL

above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND GOLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
RATES 600 to
Every Room
G.
LUPE
HERRERA,
a Good One.
Prop.
$1,00 per day

w

1--

1--

4

8439-0690-

a

4

five-yea-

-

1--

124126
Montezuma Ave

Capital Hotel

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitoi

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-G- ood

Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENTI
Proprietor, Mrs; L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

ells Fargo
Oompen
Express

Geaeral Express Forwarders
.

All

TO

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fergo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Mex
Payable Throughont the United States. Canada.
'
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. 0. BARNES. Apent

)

DECEMBER 21, 1910..

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW ifEXICAS, SANTA FE, N. iL

.UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL S50,000.0f
Does a General Banking

JPERSDNAL
E. D. Shaw of New York, is here on

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
President
W. E. GRiFFIN, Asst. Caseier

B. LAUGHLIN,

SI.

tit larceny, fined fifty dollars and sentenced to three monUis in jail, sentence suspended.
Carlos Eubio, pleaded guilty to carrying arms within the settlement of
Las Vegas, sentenced to six months
in the county jail and sentence suspended pending good behavior.
Brown
Frank
pleaded
guilty
to petit larceny, sentenced to three
months in jail and sentence suspended.
Max Reimer, obtaining $70 from
Ralph Gilke, by false pretenses, given
not less than two nor more than five
years in the penitentiary.
Russell Chenea, the youth, about 13
years of age, who pleaded guilty to
forging the name Oi Mrs. John Shank
to a check for the sum of $1.25, and
obtaining the money from the Sun
Miguel bank, was given over to the
court Young Chenea is a bright and

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

INSURANCE
FURNISHED
AND

For Rent

UN-FU-

NISHED,
AND

R

MODERN RESIDENCES

STORE

BUILDINGS,

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY

For Sale
O

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

(C.

II

NEW AND

A

A.

BISHOP.)

St.

19 San Francisco

Phone. Red Ko. 189

A

THE HIGHEST
GRADE GOODS
AT LOWEST

I

ricillU fAlNlM L'lSlieS

B"ilIIF"L
Lint ui

PRICES

New

Line of Brass and Iron Beds
Also Canopy

Beds.

GIVE US A CALL,
EXPERT EM BALMERS

A) B. RENKHAN

FUNERAL

&

Claire.

Larrazolo, who was registered
at the Claire hotel yesterday left this
morning for his home In Las Vegas.
He was the principal speaker at a
meeting held in the
court house last night.
C. L. Ballard, sheriff of
Chaves
county, and Deputy Sheriffs Fred
Higgin3, James Blanton and Buck
Ballard, arrived last night at the
conClaire hotel bringing twenty-twvicts for the penitentiary.
for"Mrs. Charles A. Schpurich,
merly of Santa Fe, was hostess to the
500 club last Thursday. The Christmas colors of red and green were
used for decorations, the room being
lighted with shaded candles of the
same colors, making it one,of the pret
tiest parties of the season." Clovis
O. A.

SANTA FE ABSTRACT.

REALTY

8

J.

WARD
Manager.

B. HAY

s

Sec'y-Trea-

n

o

INSURANCE AGENCY.

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
INSURANCE.
& COLLECTIONS,
to
RENTS
attend
PAPERS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black. 76
We

T

H.
A

8. KAUNE & Co.

News.

Sheriff Silviano Roybal oj Rio Arriba caunty, who came here yester
day with Juliana B. Morino, a woman
whom he expected to take to the Las
Vegas asylum, returned today with
her to her home in OJo Caliente as
Judge McFie was out of the city and
no commitment papers could he

miVl ffiAT"

A Healthful. Delicious Beverage DOLE'S Hawaiian Pineapple Juice.

lew Dim

TRY IT

OUR CUSTOMERS,

:::::::

OF

ALL KINDS

OUR FURNITURE

BATH

ware-hous-

T. W. ROBERT'S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

N M

THE PERFUME OF SANTA'S
MEMORY

f

OOD'YS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
LeaveB Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack

CAPITAL

PHARMACY

Tiling- dena to 2a.lc

mmza.gx
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Comfoitatl.
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aim try
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& Co.

If you went anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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THIS SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
AND

STOVE DEPARTMENTS.
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OF OUR

DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT

OF CREDIT

ANY

IN

OF THE OTHER

WE POSITIVELY

STORE.

DE-

WILL NOT EXTEND

THIS SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.
WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE

j

FORTS
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GOOD
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ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE
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BECAUSE OF THEIR
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FE HARDWARE
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ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT
FORTABLY FURNISHED

COM-

WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR

FURNITURE,

IT. THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE

&

SUPPLY CO.
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years
fluently.
spent
the winter vacation at Visa-lithe Phillipines with the Army and spending
declared yesterday that they
and
held a responsible position as lnter-- are out of baseball for all time and
prefer in Manila. Since his return to will become residents of California,
New Mexico, he has followed no
devoting themselves to their investoccupation, became a saloon ments in Tulare county.
bad
habits,
lounger, and drifted into
with the result that he finally
a felony. Sentence three to MARRIAGE CEREMONIES ON
THE BARGAIN COUNTER
five years.
Vicente Trujillo, larceny of horses,
Justice Tittman of Ohio Offers to Tie
three to five years.
Matrimonial Knot for $1.98
a
colt,
Leopoldo Naranjo, killing
Per Couple.
three to flvo years.
'
Leopoldo Narajo, killing a horse,
21.
Dec.
Youngstown,
three to five years, to run concurrent- - ceremonies are the latest Marriageto
thing
ly with other sentence.
go on the bargain counter, as a speDoreteo Jaramillo, a boy under the cial inducement to sweethearts. Jus
ae of 18 years, pleaded guilty to tice Tittman of this city, has adverstealing and killing stock was sen- tised in the newspapers of this sec
tenced to three years in the reform tion of the state, announcing that he
school at Springer.
has reduced the fee for performing
Ramon de Herrera, found guilty by the marriage ceremony to J1.98 durthe jury of the larceny of two steers ing the holidays. The justice adds
from Ramon Chavez. Motion for new that this must be cash.
trial filed and argued. Decision reserved by court.
MARKET REPORT
Juan Candelario, killing a colt,
three to five years.
WOOL MARKET .
Julian Perea, found guilty of steal
St. Louis Wool unchanged. Terriing sheep, three to five years.
Abran Archuletta, found guilty of tory and western mediums 2022
murder of his uncle, Damaclo Archu- fine mediums 1719, fine 1213.
LIVESTOCK.
letta, whom he killed at Rociada, in
Market
Chicago Cattle 15,000.
August last, was sentenced to not
leas than seventy-fiv- e
years in the five to ten cents higher. Beeves $4.65
The jury
Territorial penitentiary.
7.30; Texas steers $4.255.30; wesfound Abxan Archuletta guilty of mur- tern steers $4.10
6; stockers feeders $3.455.80; cows heifers $2.50
der in the second degree.
on 6.25; calves $7.259.25.
Claudto, disfiguring
Hogs Receipts 24,000. Ten to fifsheep and disposing of sheep not his
teen cents higher.
own, one to two years in the penitenLight $7.507.85;
v
mixed $7557.90; heavy
$7.50
tiary.
John Forton, pleaded guilty to pe- 7.85; rough $7.507.60;
to
good

heavy $7.C07.85; pigs
bulk 7.707.80.

choice;
7.85;

Sheep

Receipt's

$7.10

Market

15.000.

Investments.

Native
Uigher.
strong to ten ceii'
yearl$2.G04.4O; western 34.40;
ings $4.756; lambs native $4.550
C.70; western 5C.75.
Kansas City Cattle Receipts
including 300 Southerns. Five to
ten cents higher. Native steers $51$
southern steers
$4.505.75;
6.75;
southerns cows $34.75; native cows
heifers $2.75G; stockers feeders)
$:i.755.40; bulls $3.504.75; calves,
$48.25; western steers $4.50C;
western
western steers $4.506;
cows $2.754.75;
Hogs Receipts 9,000. Market ten
to fifteen cents higher. Bulk 7.63
packers
7.75;
heavy $7.707.80;
butchers ?7.657.80;
light $7.00

An ideal form of investment is
a Certificate of Deposit in

'',-00- 0

THE

First OF
National Bank
SANTA
FE.

'

These certificates

p.re issued for deposits of $50. and
bear
interest at the rate of FOUR per
upwards. They
CENT per annum, payable annually or
are negotiable; good as collateral security, and can be
renewed at interest periods.

j

semi-annual-

j
'

7.75.

Market
6,000.
Sheep Receipts
strong to ten cents higher. Muttons
$3.504.25; lambs $5.256.50; fed
wethers and yearlings $3.505.50;
fed western ewes $33.75.
Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez Forest.1
(013846
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1910.
(Republication.)
the
Notice is hereby given that
following named claimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof ui support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval. TJ.
S. Ct. Comr., Cuba, N. M., on February 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove bis actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo.
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO

j

The First National Bank

j

a.

J. Palen,
B. Read,

Cashier.

ii.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

oft Bins

8AHTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
uUb fcwa iiand

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Store,

REGULAR MEALS 25c.

R, V. BOYLE Mgr,

HOURS

CLARENDON

$5.00

Will Serve, Hot Tamales, Chile
con Came, Posole, Beans and
all other Spanish Dishes.

MSSnd km
USmti

orders

ALE,

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

BOARD BY THE WEEK

Tcteptan

ooi Mad iTKtsf
WILD CHERRY, LEKON SODA, MOM
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TASLE MINERAL WATERS.

C4ttOC

La Salle Restaurant

ALL

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

AS rimk

AT

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Registei

SHORT ORDERS

Fe.

President.

.'!

'!

cross-examin- e

1

PODLTRI

Ur.

.

HENRY K8ICK,

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. Oblckent
iure
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on cltan wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning,
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.
.

an

BAY

and
S)IH1T
Call SSS Opeatioa

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

tJh &

R.

J.

of Santa

Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.

above-mentione- d

Two boors below F. Andrews'

ly,

Call on us or write for further information.

24 Hour Electric Service
Santa Fe V

THERE-

TAKE THE GOODS AND HAVE THE USE OF THEM WHILE PAYING.

from Page One,
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We ae Agents

CONTINUING
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o

ear-mar-

$5.00

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad

OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR XMA3 TIME.

We have a triple extracts that almost
outlast the year.
XMAS GIFT 8UNDRIES AT THIS
ot
arrival
STORE
arrives at
are elegant but not expensive.
any other
; THE
and food

teams.

FARE

is like a halo that's ever round us.
His pack may be heavy, but it's never
too large to carry.

LIBERAL

THEM,

AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.

AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY

DOWN

e

com-mite- d

ROOM

AND

ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE COUNTRY.

x

rar-tlcul-

FIRST CLASS

TO

e
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i

IS THE

THIS

'

upon
in
from jealousy, and
whiskey.
Antonio Ortiz, found guilty by the
jury of disfiguring brands, was sentenced to not less than one nor more
than two years in the penitentiary.
Filomon Clockey, who resides at
Glorieta, Santa Fe county, and who is
the son of Robert H. Clokey, a citizen
of that place for more than thirtj
years, was charged with the larceny
horse shoes and six bales
of thirty-siof J.
of alfalfa, from the
W. Harrison at Rowe, New Mexico.
After a trial lasting two days, the
jury returned a verdict of not guilty.
The case was vigorously prosecuted
by District Attorney Louis C. Ilfeld,
while the defense was represented by
E. V. Lang and W. G. Haydon.
The prisoners were taken to the
penitentiary today by Sheriff Secun-dinRomero and deputies and will ar
rive on No. 1 which is due at 6:45
o'clock.
The petit jury was discharged
Monday. The court will continue in
session three weeks for the trial of
civil cases.

j

an easy shave
Whenever yon wantever
Rave,
As good as barbers
Just call on me at my salon
noon
or
eve
or
busy
room
At
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace!1
I'll suit the contour your face,
f
My razor sharp and c jsorSkeen,
My shop Is neat and lOwelsare clean
And everything I think you'll flnd i
To suit the taste and please the mind.

THE HOMES OF

THE INSTALLMENT SYSTEM OF CREDIT,

INAUGURATE

AFTER,

a

NEW CHEESE

IN

AND REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER

WE WILL. BEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,

father-in-law'-

NEW 1910 NUT MEATS, ALMONDS,
WALNUTS, PECANS

FURNITURE

DE

TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES

Orvall Overall and Mordecai Brown
Will Devote Themselves to Their
Investments In California.
est on the same, but finally the note
was presented for payment, and it
Los Angeles, Dec. 21. Baseball will
s
was discovered ' that his
two stars next year, if the preslose
name had been forged. Felipe
and
Sandoval wqs a young man of prom- ent attitude of Orvall Overall
Mordecai Brown, Chicago Nationals
ise. He talks both English and Spancontinues.
They have been
in pitchers,
He
ish
three
Continued

INCREASING

AN

IS

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING

TWO FAMOUS PITCHERS TO
RETIRE FROM BASEBALL.

MANY SENT TO THE PEN.

THERE

FOR NEW AND

MAND

,a

DIRECTORS.

E. P. DAVIS,

GEO. M. KINSELL,

President,

IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT

I

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

ANNOUNCEMENT,

theatrical matters.
J. A. Lyons, a tourist from Danville,
111., is at the Palace.
J. B. Linder, of Nashville, Tenn., is
at the Coronado.
Lee A. Harris, of Antonito, is here
on forestry business.
Mrs. G. F. McNitt, court stenogra-pher'i- s
at Estancia.
General Churles P. Easley went to
Estancia on Monday.
M. Anthony of Denver, is here on
Immigration matters.
N. A. Hardeman, the
St
Louis hardware man, is at the Montezuma hotel.
F. G. Blake, a forest ranger of Coyote, Rio Arriba county, is at the Cor- intelligent bojC His father and moth-- :
i onado hotel.
er are divorced, the father has left
II.
a
J.
McKannon,
piano salesman the country, and the mother, who is
"iu
"Ul"
' aiu6
compelled to work for a living, was
He is at the Palace.
j
unabIe t0 gjve the bov
care
General Manager .H. A. Coomer of and attention. The ottVr proper
of Dr an(1
the New Mexico Central, was in Es- Mrs
MilIigan t0 take the boy and give
tanc.a on Monday.
hjm
proper eftre und educaton
Luciano
and
wife
Maes
Delegate
olt
soIution of the
Wem
a
. ,.,,,, .
Encinosa. San Miguel county, are vis-.,. ..
in
iting their son at St. Michael's ColAbenicio Barros, pleaded guilty to
lege.
Isabel Alleman with a pis- Mr. and Mts. George P. Williams of assaulting
tol. He was sentenced to from one
to
Glorieta, arrived here yesterday
to eighteen months in the Terrivisit friends. They are at the Monte- year
torial penitentiary. According to the
zuma hotel.
of the
district attorney,
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the Re- statement
Barros
the
at the worn-pointed
pistol
publican territorial central committee
will be in Santa Fe tomorrow from an, advanced towards her and pushed
She
the pistol against her side.
his home at Socorro.
Wilson Mills, son of Governor and grabbed the pistol and in a scuffle
the trigger was
Mrs. William J. Mills, will arrive on which ensued,
tonight's late Santa Fe train from snapped by the defendant, striking
Ann Arbor, Michigan, to spend the the woman between the thumb and
first finger of her right hand, and lac:
holidays at home.
John t,. Zimmerman, a civil engi- erating her hand. Had it not been
neer who Is surveying
Bernalillo for this, the pistol would have been
county and who was formerly survey- discharged and probably with fatal
or of Santa Fe county, Is here from results. The defendant had been payLas Vegas. He is stopping at the ing aome attention to Isabel Alleman,
her was caused
and his assault
well-know- n
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Notice for Publication.
against the allowance of said proof.
for it will be the largest grill room in
Could Not Write.
(013780.)
or who knows of any substantial reathe country and the original of the
Versailles, Ky. Mrs. Elisha Green
Coal Land Jemes Forest
son under the laws and regulations
many "college inns" in the country. of this place, says: "I could not write
Small Holding Claim No. 4371
At the Hotel LaSalle there will be all the different
I had, when I
of the Interior Department why such
pains
less restraint felt than last year when first tried Cardui. I could scarcely Department of the Interior,
proof should net be allowed will be
Office.
who
Land
those
United States
the hotel was new, and
walk. Now I am able to run the sew1310.
Nov.
given an opportunity at the above- watched the departure of the old
N.
9,
M.,
Santa
Fe,
ing machine and do my work; and my
e
tol
the
and the coming of the new years in
that
mentioned time and place to
is
Notice
hereby given
neighbors tell me the medicine must
its dining rooms, felt a trifle strange. be good, for I look so much better. ' lowing-namehas filed no
claimant
said
witnesses
the
of
claimant,
In Windy City They Will The same may be said of the Black-ston- Cardui is a specific,
tice of his intention to make final
It has had a year in which to tonic remedy, for women. In the past proof in support of his cUum under and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
NEVVMEXICO.
RATON
Total Magnificent Sum
GENERAL OFFICESget better acquainted with its patrons 50 years, it has been found to relieve sections 16 and 17 of the act of March that submitted by claimant
of $1,500,000
and it will shelter at least 1,250 in women's
MANUEL R. OTERO,
unnecessary pains, and fe- 3. 1891 (26 State., 854), as amended by
(Kead Up)
In effect Sept. 1st 1910
its watch party. Then there are the male misery, for which over a mil- the act of February 21, 1893 (27 State.,
(Read Down)
Register.
STATION'S
spacious dining rooms of the Congress lion suffering women have success- 470). and that said proof will be made
19
StratNEW YEAR'S REVELERS and Annex, the Auditorium, the
am
fully used it. Try Cardui for your before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
4 00
0
;Lv.. Dea Moines. N. M...Ar
7 30
ford, the Wellington, De.Tonghe's, the troubles. ' It will help fou. At th Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
60
3
Hunialdo
4
7 40
3 30
Bismarck, the Union, the Brevoort, be- nearest drug store.
Deduiau
1910. viz: Mauriclo Sanches, of Cuba,
11
b 20
3 15
Cham-pagn- e
16
and
sides such popular cafes as Vogel
Loose
C'apulln
Cut
Will
N. M, for the claim 4372 In Sec 7.
They
05
3
VlKll
20
"35
2 45
sang's the Edelweiss, the Hofbrau, pen into their weakened digits at the T. 20 N.. R. 1 W.. and Sec. 12, T. 20
26
Flow Freely SunWill
Thompson
s 10
25
2
SI
Stillson's the States, and Recter's.
Cunningham
1 66
psychological moment, and says irre- N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
9 35
42
...Clifton House N.M
day Morning.
1 30
T.v
49
KBton. N. M
10 00
Maritime Sloth.
Ar
"Sign right here" he is the
sistably
He names the tonowing witnesses
Ar 10 16
Raton. N. .VI
,Lv
2 30
The maritime sloth of Uncle Sam man who does the work. Yet he is to prove his actual continuous adverse
Clifton House N' M. .. 9 49
2 47
Chicago, Dec. 21 The gifts made again was complained of by Chicago few and far between and mighty hard
9 32
48
SPreston
possession of said tract for twenty
3 07
8 55
by Chicago concerns to their employes shippers to Alaska, who made odious to find. Why? The oil man and the
65
.Koehler Junction.
next preceding the survey of the
years
of
sum
monumental
9
05
of
the
the
total
will
Koehler..
3 35
comparison between the perils
mining man, the kind of men the pos township, viz:
8
manifesta20
a
llColfax
68
4 16
$1,500,000 this Christmas,
Alaska coast and the safeguards tal people are now chasing so hard,
8 02
tvrrososo
76
4
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
tion of the spirit of "good will to- which the Dominion government will they paid any old commission up to
7 45
82
Cimarron
Ar
Iv
6 00
moSam
6 35
AND RETURN
Ar a m
Wiggins. Ellas Sanchez, all of
more than usual
Lv
Cimarron
men"
of
wreck
ward
10
The
SO
5 10
route."
10
10
to
and
"inside
and
cent;
add
the
and
per
6 27
ash
("
5 18
N. M.
Cuba.
or
The
house
used
was
ment.
corporation
I
can't
Values
6 17
big
of the Olympia off
are why, at least in part.
Harlan
5 28
they
account of
6 00
94
Ute Park, N.M...I.V
Ar
5 45
which does not remember Its em- as a case in point, in the odious com- nay 25 Der cent, but that makes a
Any person who desires to protest
pm
pm
In
ployes nowadays is the exception.
parisons made. On the authority of fine living for a man who has not
distri- Premier Laurier it is said that 15 earned 80."
some cases the
ilOonneets ac Colfax with K. P. & S. W. Ry, train both North'andrSootb.;
bution takes place at Christmas. The new lights and other necessary equipSStage for Van Kouton X, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.
half a ment will be installed alone the in
TAKE CARE.
Stiise leaves Ute P.ii k. N'. M.. for Kllzabethtown, M. M., :at .19:00 'a. m, dally except "harvester trust" will disburse
free.
million dollars under that plan, Ar side route from Vancouver to Prince
Remember that when your kidneys
undays, Kare fc.uu one way J3.50 roundM- trip; fifty pound baeuaie carried
m.
fromlthe
bonat
Jarrlves
N.
p.
for the south
U;ll
mour & Company will distribute
0. A S. train leaves los Moines,
Rimert. the terminus of the Grand are affected, your me is m oanger,
Sovth at 4;38 a. m.
uses and salary increases totaling Trunk Pacific Railway. Sir Wilfrid M. Mayer, Rochester,' N. Y., says: "My
$300,000. Most of the banks give gold Is among the many notablep who in trouble started with a sharp shooting
F. M, WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HC'JTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
Dec. 27th to 29th 1910
others turkeys and some Dotn recent months have ventured north pain over my back which grew worse
pieces,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent
to their employes. The big mail or- from Vancouver to the new Pacific daily. I felt' sluggish and tired, my
A fare and one fifth for the
der houses, among the biggest money port which because of the reduced kidney action was irregular and in- Lowest
round trip has been authorized
Holiday Rate
makers of all Chicago concerns, circumference of the globe near the frequent I started using Foley Kidfrom all points in New Mexico
with
one
case
in
nn"
candy
Time Via
"lonspn
Quickest
including, Trinidad and El
poles is said to be several hundred ney Pills. Each dose seemed to put
Paso.
for the girls and cigars for the men, miles nearer to the Atlantic and to new life and strength into me, and
in another with a turkey and a dinner the Orient than any other port on the now I am completely cured and feel
of Sale Deo. 26th, to 29th.
Dates
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
for each of 5,000 employes. The cus Pacific. President Hays of the na better and stronger than for years."
Limit, January 2nd, 1911.
Return
tom of gifts from employes to their tional transcontinental
recent Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
in
bosses is being discontinued, although months also has gone to northern
in some places officious persons with British Columbia
the railway CERTIFICATE REEXTENDING
Twelve hour daylight
subscription lists gather up the sur- and mine activities have created a
CHARTER,
and
force"
of
"the
small
change
train each di V e c t i o n
El
Bisbee
plus
From Santa Fe to
stir quite new to the vast solitudes Treasury Department,
Paso,
present to the boss a gift he doesn't which were undisturbed by man up
Cur
the
of
of
Office
New
Comptroller
Points
in
and
all
Douglas,
welcome and feels mean about. Choos to a few years ago. On Sir Wilfrid s
rency.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
ing the managerial present is usually return it was made known that he Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Dates of sale Dec.
a momentous problem. The feminine would have immediate action on the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
evidence 30-3- 1
by
satisfactory
Whereas,
1st and 2nd.
and
employes timidly suggest a diamond matter of the necessary protection to presented to the undersigned, it has
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
FROM LAMY 75c,
scarf pin, hammered brass smoking vessels on those northern waters. It been made to appear that THE FIRST
set, or a pair of jeweled house slip- was quite a season of excitement when NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
FOR THE ROUND
Good reiurning until
pers, while the masculine faction dis- the notables inspected Prince Ru- located in the City of Santa Fe, in the
play a tendency toward gold headed pert; one party passing so close to County of Santa Fe and Territory of
3rd. 1911.
"SANTA FE All The WAY'
canes, field glasses or cameras. After the other one near Queen, Charlotte New Mexico, has complied with all
much discussion a final decision is Sound that President Hays and Sir
the provisions of the Act of Conreached, and a committee is appoint- Wilfred waved to one another. It is
"to enable National Banking As
gress
ed to select the gift, this feat being said that Prince
harbor natu sociations to extend their corporate
Rupert
performed the Saturday ftfterftoon rally is the best one on the Pacific existence, and for other purposes'
preceding Christmas, when some use- coast being large, landlocked, with
July 12, 1882, as amended
For Rates and full information address
less and extravagant article is chos- deep water and no shoals or obstruc- approved
the
act,
by
approved April 12, 1902;
en.
tions to navigation and no strong tidal
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
New Year's Revels.
current. A great grain elevator O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the CurTables for New Year's Eve in Chi- which is to be built there
by the rency, do hereby certify that THE
A.
the
in
the
1,500
cago cafes, including
government is significant of the chang- FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
El Paso Texas.
new College Inn which will reopen es which- are to
in the in- FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
take
Christmas week in the new Hotel terior back of Princeplace
which in the County of Santa Fe, and TerriRupert
Sherman, already are taken, which only a few years ago was
unmapped tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
a
celebration
any
surpassing
presages
and practically unknown except by have succession for the period speciwitnessed since New Year's eve was
and mine prospectors.
fied In its amended articles of associa
trappers
of
PUEBLO
thousands
seized upon by many
COLORADO SPRINGS,
DENVER.
Rich Quick" Salesmen.
"Get
tion; namely, until close of business
people as an occasion to "cut loose.'
'
$12.25
on December 2, 1930.
The salesmen for the
$13.60
$15.80
The estimate is that no less than
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF wit
concerns and the mushroom
$150,000 will be spent that night, the
LAS VEGAS
office this
RATON,
estimate being based on the fact that insurance companies, for whom Chi- ness my hand' and Seal of1910.
TRINIDAD,
second
of
has
while
been
December,
day
cago
they
headquarters
$4.50
the "classy" cafes and hotel dining
$10.50
$11.50
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
rooms will seat 7,000 persona and the claimed New York as home, have sufof
the
from
fered
a
the
BELEN
rude
Currency.
put
Comptroller
jolt
crimps
ALBUQUERQUE
EL PASO,
expenditure of $15 per person and in
the business of the concerns which (Seal)
then some. Last year the average
$4.50
$4.60
$17.90
was $10 per person but champagne is they have helped to "float." They are Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767.
mourn
to
for
the
already
beginning
is
water
bubble
opened
higher and
HOW'S THIS?
that night as on no other night of the "good old days" and those days certo all other
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
netted them handsomely,
One and one third
year. The new duty makes the price tainly
ward for any case of Catarrh that
$4.50 instead of $4, Chicago's thirst is $1,000 a week being nothing unusual
Colorado.
and
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
points in New Mexico
growing; 35,000 cases is the present for the smoothest of the tribe. The
record of consumption per year, and sums they made and the sums they Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
a great part of this disappears be- spent, most of them spent at once,
tween 10 p. m. December 31 and 4 have not been generally realized. But F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
o'clock the next morning. The esti- now the legitimate concerns which believe him perfectly honorable in
mated $15 per person is made up of have something substantial to sell on all business transactions, and finan
conservative commissions are met by cially able to carry out any obliga
$10 for wines and other liquid refreshwater $2.50 for the fact that these salesmen, the gen tions made by his firm.
mentsincluding
dinner and $2.50 for incidentals. In iuses of the salesman's draft, have WALDING, KINNAN, & "MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
some cases the $2.50 will not cover been getting abnormal pay. They ar9
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internthe incidentals. In fact it may take spoiled. The secretary of a big and
ally, acting directly upon the blood
the entire $15 for that purpose. But substantial concern said: "As for
and mucous surfaces of the system.
there will be some economical spirits force of salesmen, I find that is
Price, 75c,
who will keep the average down to mighty hard thing to get. The man Testimonials sent free.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
$15 per. The addition of the College who walks and talks, who
Take Hall'3 Family Pills for
his winning way among pros
Inn to the possible scenes of celeTICKETS ON SALE
bration is the big news of the event pective subscribers, who puts the

CHRISTMAS

St. Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pacific

TQEMPLOYES

Company.

Railway

GIFTS

cross-examin-

d

$4.05

.

LAS VEGAS

profit-sharin-

New Mexico

g

EL PASO, TEXAS

Educational
Association Meeting

and return
$16.40

-,

and

ASK FOR TICKETS

Side Ride to
Santa Fe, from
Las Vegas,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!

23-24--

$3.35

25

Jan.

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

TRIP

System

January

East or West

HOLIDAY

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.

EXCURSION

RATE

S

J

EXCURSION FARES

fare

Rate of one fare for Round

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th, 30th and 31st, and
January 1st, and 2nd. 1911.

trip between all stations!
on the

Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd. 1911.

piO QRANDg.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

heart-to-heart-

H. S. LUTZ. Agent

Santa Fe, N.M.

Dec. 23, 24, 25, 26 & 31
Also January 1st. & 2nd.

m

TWO VIEWS OF NEW SANITARIUM BUILDING OF SISTERS OF CHARITY AT SANTA FE.
'f;

W231.

.

St. Vincent Sanitarium, Sarta Te.JJew Mexico.,'

Va g

ti.

nbhtt Stamps
GO

TO- -

CALIFORN'IA
VIA THE SANTA FE

WINTER TOURIST

.g

RAT e s

ON SALE NOW

SAN FRANCISCO,66.90
LOS ANGELES
o6,9;
SAN DIEGO
CITY OF M3XICO, 08.15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, S45.55
r
Libaral
privileges
L)ag tima limit
Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers.
)

Hf

!;

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINE88,
MEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

v4l fell lillSi

PRICE-LISOne-lin- e

,
One-lin-e

atop-ove-

Comfortable Cnair Cars, Steam
Heated and E.ectric Lighted.

For further information, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Santa Fe, N. M.

St. Vincent Sanitarium, SaMa Fe, New Merica.

MV

A XWt iY

Hffi

I

il

!

.

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished te accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate foi
special $40.00 to accommodate four oi
fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

1B

M
Inches ng
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
Inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3

8tamp, not over 2

2

2S9.

2

Each additional line on stamp, 15
25.
One-lin- e
Stamp, oyer 3 2 and not over 6 Inches long
20c
same
stamp,
Each additional line on
5e
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, (W ,ncn
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved llnea on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In six, we charge for one
Where type used is over one-hafraction.
or
Inch
line for each one-haDATES, ETC.

rf'

j

lf

lf

tiwM mi dati for
M.I rtatan
Ledger Dater month, day and year

.....:... ...... .W.

In
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Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
...
Pearl Check Protector
Fac-Smi- le

STAMP
cents; 2
14,
14, 60 centaj 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
SELF-INKIN-

M

10 cents; 2x8
15 cents; 3

16

....,....:.
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.........

1.60
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PADS.
28 cents; 2 84x4
76 cent.

PEW FEXICA4 PRIPTIPO
I

M

"35
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Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Dsssr

ROSWELL AUT0C0.R0SWELLNEWMEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrive
6 p. m.
In Vaughan
Baggage allowance of 60 Ji. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

T

"
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VOTE FOR THE CONSTITUTION
that I do not believe a member of the
DECLARES O. A. LARRAZOLO legislature could come here and live
on $5 a day. It is the history of
(Continued from Page Three)
every capital city from Washington
out, that the unwritten law of that
in this territory on less than $2,500 capital city is that not a member of
a year and that In a very HUMBLE the legislature shall leave the capital
way. Then reduce the salary of your with a dollar in his pocket (Prolongjudges and what kind of men are you ed laughter and cheers.) And I want
going to get on the bench? You will to add that Santa Fe is no exception
either get one class of rich men who to this rule and your legislators know
are willing to do the work for the it. (Laughter.)
How About Frijoles for Lunch?
honor and who need not the salary
or you are going to get some poor "Now, another objection raised Is
men without any practice who need that the compensation of your state
officers is higher than that of the terthe money.
ritorial officers now existing. My
Lawyers Are Poor.
"It is true, my friends, that the friends, if there is one thing these
lawyer's is a profession that is es- United States are noted for it is the
sentially that of poor men. When I niggardly manner in which it pays its
find a lawyer with a dollar In his public servants. We contribute to
clothes I consider him a man above the gayety of nations for this very
the average (laughter) for I know reason.' Take our governor (Mr. Mills)
that lawyers as a class are always was sitting within a dozen yards of
He 's the representa
broke. (More laughter.) Who then the speaker.)
would take the job of Judge on the tive of the state, the highest in our
bench for small pay? As I said, the land. It behooves him to live accordpoor young lawyer, such a lawyer ing to the dignity of the office. He
would be the young man who has just must entertain not only visitors from
graduated from the law school, the his own, but from foreign lands. He
young man who would take anything must welcome foreign representatives,
to get three square meals a day some of high station, ministers, diplomats.
I dare say he can not keep
(Cheers and much laughter.)
"There is no profession that is more up this dignity of office on even $5,000
trying physically and mentally than a year. Do you want him to entertain
the legal profession. Now let me ask the distinguished representatives of
you to whom would you give your case foreign lands or of other states with
involving thousands of dollars, to the a dish of Frijoles? (A burst of laughyoung man who has just come out ter and applause mingled with cheers
of Ann Arbor, Michigan, or to Thom- compelled the speaker to stop a few
as B. Catron? (Latighter). Of course seconds before proceeding.) I'd like
you would take the old practitioner. the recall to exist for such. (More
But on the other hand if a sneak thief laughter.) Is $4,000 too much to pay
should break into your chicken coop your attorney general? Ask Mr. Cat-- '
and steal a few of your laying hens, ron if he would give up his law prac-- '
you would doubtless take the young tice for that. Why it is simply child-- '
lawyer and pay him $2 to go into ish to say these salaries are too much.
"Another objection is raised that
court to prosecute the chicken thieves.
You cannot get away from the fact the burden of taxation would be in-- ;
that a good lawyer has to be paid in creased under state government.
Let's Become Indians.
a manner that he can put away some"This must be a misprint. If they
thing for a rainy day. It is his duty
did assign that as a reason against
to do so.
"As regards incresing the number adopting the constitution, it simply
of judges, there is nothing hard to means they would remain a territory
understand about that. In ten years forever (Laughter) because it takes
from now we expect 750,000 people in too much money to self govern. I
this territory and it would be a nice will say right here, my friends, that
state of affairs, would it not, if we if it takes too much money to become
needed new judges then and found a free people I want to petition to
that the constitution would not per- the United States government to put
us on a reservation like the Pueblo Inmit our having more?
dians and have a guardian to look
Takes $5 a Day.
"Another objection raised was the after us." (Cheers and applause.)
The Lord to Send Angels?
extravagant number of legislators.
Mr. Larrazolo then dwelt on the obWell, there are 26 counties In the territory today, and I think you will jection to the selection of the memagree with me that every one should bers of the board of equalization and
have a representative in the lower asked: "Are we going to challenge the
house and one in the upper house. If honesty of humanity at large? If so,
only one had been given to each coun- I would appeal to the Lord to send us
ty you would have 26 in each house, down an army of angels to govern us."
wouldn't you? But I think you will (Cheers and laughter.)
The speaker-continu: "I see anagree with me that each county should
be represented by population it has, other objection is 'the absence of diin a representative form of govern- rect legislation.' I have discussed
ment. Now is $5 a day too much to that already among the reasons aspay these men? I dare say there is signed by our friends to vote down
not a business man in New Mexico the constitution. I would be here for
who would take the office for $5 a the next three hours if I should conday and I will go further. I will say tinue to give reasons for voting for
ed

this constitution. But let us consider
this talk of corporation control. In
my opinion the corporations have not
a single privilege that is not accorded
to the poorest citizen in the land.
s
This constitution is better than
of the states have. I am a
Democrat but I am not that kind of
a Democrat as to be unable to see
this. Wrhile the corporations have had
their agents here to obtain special
concessions, I know it to be a fact
that they had these men here for I
saw them I don't suppose they were
here for their health (laughter) I repeat to you that if that was their mission they failed most signally. They
failed to secure anything, or I am
unable to read the constitution or
understand English or I am a third
rate lawyer. (Applause.)
The constitution gives us a commission which
absolutely controls
railroads, telegraphs and telephones, express companies and all public service corporations.
It has the right to regulate
rates and compel the railroads to
erect buildings, bridges, crossings, and
switches, yes even stockyards, to give
reasonable passenger rates and to see
that no discrimination is made. It
gives absolute and complete power to
the people to see that no injustice is
done. I say that this railroad commission has the power to do all that and
as for finding fault with the privilege
given corporations to appeal to a high
court I would like to know since
when did the Democratic party become a party of anarchists? The
Democratic party as I know it is a
party of free men (cheers) of equal
rights to all. If the humblest citizen
is given the right to appeal why
should we deny it to the corporations?
The commission has the right to do
all that I have told you and if the
corporation is not satisfied it can go
to the supreme court.
"When I hear people say that this
constitution ties us hand and foot, I
say I deny it. It Is one thing to make
an assertion and quite another to
prove it. I do not mean, however,
that the constitution is perfect or
contains all that I would like but I
do say it is a constitution suitable to
make us free people to live happily
under it.
"If amendments to it are needed I
believe in the loyalty, the patriotism
and the intelligence of citizens to
have written these amendments whenever they say so.
The "Bosses."
"I have heard that New Mexico is
'boss ridden.' If it is true that there
are bosses over you and you are not
free, you yourselves
have allowed
yourselves to be controlled by other
men but you will be controlled by
bosses only as long as you permit the
yoke to rest on you. I say, my friends
this constitution can be amended
whenever you desire it and in the manner you desire.
"Every native citizen must unite in
supporting this constitution. Why?
Because it secures to you people of
New Mexico your rights every one
of them; the rights also of your chil
three-fourth-

'

dren and in such a manner that they
can never be taken away, if you want
to acquire your freedom and transmit
this sacred heritage in the land hallowed by the blood of your forefathers who fought to protect it. Seize
your opportunity and do not let it
slip through your hands to your lasting regret and that of your descendants.
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WAITS

4ftC AJUIUf IVUiiiUIUOCU XIgliL
should always be used where several

FOR RENT Rooms
House for housekeeping.

people sit, because It does not strain the
eyes of those sitting far from it.
Arizona Is a Warning.
The Rayo Lamp is constructed to give
"This is your opportunity and God
the
maximum diffused white light. Every
knows
will
if
ever, it
when,
only
value
come again.
You have been told detail that increases its
that a vote against the constitution has been included.
light-givi-

SEVEN

and

tent

1G0

Garcia.

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
all modern conveniences, ' 216 Grant.

ng

is not a vote against statehood but
The Rayo Is a
You may
lamp.
you were told that twenty years ago pay $5, $10 or even $20 for other lamps and get
and you see what it meant. It was I more expensive container but you cannot get
a vote against statehood just as it a. eerier ngni wan tne Kayo gives.
This season's Rayo has a new and strengthwill be today. Do not wait until you ened burner.
A
durable shade-holiare put in the position of Arizona keeps the shade on strong,
firm and true. Easy to keep
which in two years will be able to polished, as it is made of solid brass, finished
disfranchise every Spanish speaking In nickel.
citizen."
Once a Rayo User, Always One.
As Mr. Larrazolo concluded, there
Dtaltrt Emrywhrrt. If not atyxin, uritt for descriptive
was a burst of applause and a rush
circular to Ikt unrest agency of the
toward the speaker, snores grasping
him by the hand, and telling him that
never had he spoken with more fer
(Incorporated)
vor and never in behalf of a greater
cause.
This concluded the meeting, though
many lingered in the hall to talk to surance to the
society cannot be af-- small amount of sickness and funethe various speakers.
fected by any particular method of ral benefits granted are in striking
Societies
ACTUARY SHOWS NEED
making contributions to meet the contrast to our American
FOR FRATERNITY BILL. costs.
The Insurance costs increase which promise large benefits and are
with advance in age, because the Law not content with one of the States,
Insurance Commissioners'
Measure of
mortality so decrees. The yearly although it might equal in territory
to Safeguard Societies' Promists
increasing costs must necessarily fur- the whole of England.
Meets Requirements.
"Where it will take a century of
nish the basis for the determination
under conditions in Great
operation,
Chicago, Dec. 21. The effect, form of contributions, under any and all Britain, to develop inherent defects
an actuary's point of view, of the in methods. The simplest and the na- in a
plan to the point of failure and
surance commissioners' proposed uni- tural method would be to have
dissolution, the end will come in
form bill relating to the billions of
of the time in the
or
correspond to the costs
fraternal insurance will be beneficial,
which is the natural premium plan. United States, under conditions exaccording to Abb Landis, actuary of
"However , the natural premium isting In this country.
of the committee on statutory legis"There are valuable lessons to be
lation of the National Fraternal Con plan would make rates so high at exlearned from the experience of the
treme
old
the
of
advance
that
ages
He has issued an exhausgress.
British Friendly Societies, but all of
tive treatise, "Life Insurance Prob- protection would not justify the conto provide for its cost. The the facts must be considered to ar
lems Confronting
Fraternal Benefit tribution
results in practical operation has rive at correctconclusions.
Societies."
"Another thing that will be par"Under the proposed law actual been to adopt a modified natural prereaconditions will ultimately control the mium plan, or a level premium plan. ticularly noticed by American
in
ders
number
the
of
societies
demand
contribution
a
"To
large
per
situation, even where the valuation
is by some standard mortality table, $1,000 from a member at age 70 which established within the last ten years,
instead of the Societie's own exper- is ten or twelve times the contribu- that are operating upon equal levy
The friendly
tion demanded of a member at the rates of contribution.
ience," he says.
of 20, is not a discrimination Societies have been warned againat
age
hafc
Landis
devoted one
Actuary
the fallacy of uniform contribution
section of his treatise for the guid- against the aged member.
for all ages of admission,
but the
to
Another
devoted
section
is
the laws
ance of fraternal societies to the comof Great Britain do not regulate
National
Fraternal
table
ol
Congress
of
rates
which
putation
regardingg
this matter and consequently the orthose members who object to in- mortality which has been adopted by ganizers of new societies follow the
commissioners
the
Insurance
and
crease of rates have little knowledge,
long established precedent without
especially as to the actual cost to many societies as the standard. reference to admonition given in the
Other
to
devoted
sections
are
the
their societies of the life insurance.
of the societies which
experience
friendly societies of England and have failed and without
In this he says:
accepting the
"The majority of societies operate their experiences, lapses and other advice of those who are informed on
the
uppon
directly
subjects
bearing
under rates of contribution intended
the subject.
to be level and uniform from ages of proposed legislation and its effects
"There are two things which conentry, altogether avoiding the yearly upon the societies and members.
duce to the lengthened period of opinsuIn
increase from age to age.
comparing the fraternal
eration of . wendly Societies under
the yearly increasing rance situation and system with that the plan of uniform contributions:
"However,
costs of protection must be provided in the United States, Actuary Lan First, the benefits
promised are
for, whatever the method of contribu dis says:
small; Second, the maximum age of
tion.
"The local character of the maj- admission is seldom above 45, often
"Obviously, the actual cost of in ority of Friendly Societies and the not above 40, and the uniform rate

FOR SALE Cheap, one 1510 Model
Excelsior Motorcycle; reason leaving
town, see Nusbaum. at Museum.

d

Continental Gil Company

one-tent- h

one-fift-

FOR RENT Six room furnished
house best location In town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson
& Co.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and sup-- I
plies. Typewriters sold, exchange
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlteri guar-- i
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-- '
change. Phone Black 231.
A Neat Christmas Gift Christmas
is not very far away and now is the
time to order attractive gifts. Could
anything be nicer than boxes of embossed stationery?
Leave your orders at the New Mexican.

trihtition over current at ages below
produces a surplus in current con-thmaximum age of admission.
"Another thing that will be noticed by American readers will be the
large number of societies established
within the last ten years, which show
less than 100 cents on the dollar in
their condition of solvency.
This
is another result of the freedom of
action on the part of the socitles.
While the law demands
valuation,
and publicity of the same, there are
no provisions which require either
rates of contribution which are adequate for the benefits promised nor
any improvement in condition when
the valuation shows a deficiency.
In this respect the proposed
law,
agreed upon by representatives of the
fraternal societies and recommended
by the Insurance Commissioners' Convention, is much superior to the famous act of parliament in 1S75, am
ended in 1S9G, that requires valuation
of all registered friendly societies.
The proposed law provides for limitations and restrictions in reference
to new societies and to those applying
for admission in the several states,
and also concerning existing soei-tie- s
in the matter of improving
e

When you have a cold get a bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
will fix you up all right and will ward
off any tendency toward pneumonia.
This remedy contains no opium or
other narcotic and may he given as
confidently to a baby as to an adult
Sold by all dealers.

About
Another Splendid Opportunity to
Bring Oat Facts
When the "Weekly" which sued us for libel (because we publicly denounced them for an editorial attack on our claims) was searching for
some "weak spot," they thought best to send a N. Y. Atty. to Battle
Creek, summoned 25 of our workmen and took their sworn statements
before a Commissioner.

tion; also testified that state reports showed that

No.

ley, No, sir."

George Haines testified he Inspected the wheat and barley, also floors

and every part of tne factories to know things were kept clean. That every
30 minutes a

the

sample

of

food up to standard

duty of every man in the

the
and

keepout any Impurities, also that it is the

that were

factories to see that anything not right is

Edward Young testified had been with

10

Co. 15 years.

very sack and car of wheat and barley to see

they

were up to standard and rejected many cars.

only the best grain obtainable. That the

Co.

except those printed in the advertising.

No possibility of

th'.ngs getting into the foods as most of the machinery is

under-grad- e

lawyers hoping to find

grain was put in or

of the processes were carried on behind closed

Testified been with

br the

e

and inspected

Co.

Grape-Nuts-

about

.

10

Co.'s physician to he sure they were all In proper physical

condi- -

AtV. for the "Weekly" was forced to say In open

Do you use Postam or

A. Yea, I use them

court

that

the food was pure nd good.
What a disappcintment for the "Weekly!"

AH

:

j

Grape-Nuts-

,

Postum and Post Toasties is the

parts of the factory are kept scrupulously clean.

None of the workmen had been told how to testify.

Toasties,

years. Now working in the bakery

Testified that the ovens and floors

kept clean and the raw products aa they go in are kept clean.

Q.

swore to the purity and cleanliness

10 to 15

"

years with the Co. and use the

Why do their families use the products,

are

at horn.

Grape-Nut-

s

yourself at all?

that

they,

Grape-Nut-

s,

Postum and Post

themselves, make?

"There's a Reason

Alss that

the wearing apparel of the employes has to be changed three times a week.
high-grad-

that the

evjy man

products on their tables at home.

As a sample, take the testimony of Luther W. Mayo.

artesian wells and was pure.

the tilal, for they wouldn't suund well for the "Weekly."

Most of them have been from

But it was no use.

department making

the testi-

i

to three guides constantly to show visitors through the works." Said none

He testified the workmen were first class,

s

so

were carefully excluded from

highest standard possible to obtain.

"floors always kept clean.

Each and every man testified to the purity and cleanliness.

Testified the water came fiom the Co.'s own

at

visitor could see that nothing else went into the flour. Said machinery and

some unclean condition was found somewhere.

dooTS,

mony

All of the grain used in

any

kept closed.

All these sworn depositions

But the testimony showed

Asked It the factory is open to the public, said "yes" and "it took from two

ftom some outside source.

Grape-Nut-

Stated No."

and Barley. Attys. tried to confuse him, but he insisted that any casual

at least one who would say that some

foreign

any particular manner.

Think of the fact that

Said "No, sir."

Worked in

the Company had asked him to testify in

f

Co.

Testified the whole of the flour is composed of Wheat

and Postum

At this point attya. for the "Weekly" tried to show the water used was

11

Co. 9 years.

i

Grape-Nut- s

years with

had instruct ed him how to testify.

So these men were examined by the "Weekly"

nothing but keep things clean, bright and polished.

you Iclieve that they were dirty or impure

Asked if any one on behalf
10

Bought

kept a corps of men who do

Testified that no ingredient went went into

bake shop.

facto-- y

I do not think I would. No.

A.

below the high standard of inspection. Asked if any one connecCo.

earf at the

in

in any way, would you use them?

Mo-

Said had never known of any of the products being sent out

Horace Brown testified has been with

Inspector, he ana

H. E. Burt, Supt., testified has Deen with Co. over 13 years.

Postum made of Wheat, Wheat Bran and New Orleans

ted with the Postum

years.

ycur ten

Testified bakers are required to wear fresh white suits changed every
other day.

If ficm your knowledge of the factory whi.h you have gafneJ

Q.

made of Wheat, Bar-

Grape-Nut- s

lasses. Statements made on his experience of about

products was taken and inspected to keep

reported. HaB been with the company for

hi men examined

testified:

Supt.

On the contrary, we helped all we could, for the

opportunity was too good to be lost.

pays better wages

than the average and he thought higher than any in the state.
F. B. Martin, Asst.

Did we object?

Co.

Postum Cereal Co,, Ltd.,
Battle Creek Mich.

I

I

No.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

sugar

(&.

for

S1.00
-

FRFSH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz.
FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
ftiiABANTFFB
'
Dz.
.
FRESH COLO. RANCH

BACON 20
DRY SALT

lOib.

31b. 50c- - 51b. 75c

PURE LARD

24 'nd 80c lb.
BACON-- lb.

1,

1

j

tpiptiv

EGGS

notified that firearms and ammunition BIBLES FOR EVERY
was one of the most active represenHOTEL BED ROOM.
sent to persons living in Old Mexico j
NOTICE.
tatives of New Mexico.
i
will be returned to the sends.
. The relief committee of the
Christmas Presents Jn looking for
Woman's Board of Trade will
Continuel From Page Two.
Washington, Dec. 21. The postof-- j Association of Traveling Salesmen
Christmas presents jewelry, purses,
Will Distribute 6,000 Books
of
distribute
flee
apples,
food,
site at Silver City has been or-etc.,
etc.,
gifts
ties, collars, shoes, hosiery,
In Windy City.
dered changed to the east side of
Do you Need a Lariat, you will find if you can find what you want at the
clothing and toys to the poor
Boulevard street between Yankee and
for Christmas. For those wishic at GOEBEL'S.
Cash store, you can save money,
Spot
Chicago, Dec. 21. Six thousand biMarket street, on and after February
The Sweetest Story Ever Told, Lig-- n their ad todav on oage four Mr.
ing to do Christmas Charity
to
1911.
to
whom
will be placed in the hotel bedif
Fischer's
he
bles
Chocolates.
1,
not
Drug
close
At
and
must
out;
knowing
he
Travis
says
gett's
The postofflce at Grand Union coun- - rooms of Chicago. They will not ba
Co.'s Rexall Store.
send their gifts, the Commitcannot get cost, he will take less. Read
tee will be pleased to distrity, has been discontinued. Mail to: chained down. If a guest steals the
Library Closed on Saturday. In ac- the ad.
are
Des Moines.
bible to read it, the book will be recordance 'with the annual custom, the
bute them if articles
There's Only ONE BEST and that's
sent to Library Rooms ThursInsurance Policies.
public library will be closed on Sat Liggett's Chocolates. At Fischer Drug
placed, because the purpose of the
Company of course.
urday, Christmas Eve.
day, December 22, between the
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo project is to encourage bible Teading.
Chaves upon advice of Attorney Gen-- ' The Gideons, an association of travWhat couid make a more aocept-blhours of 2 and 4 p. m.
Liggett's, Allegretti's and Hughes'
eral Frank W. Clancy has approved! eling salesmen of the United States
Candies just received at Fischer Drug
or appropriate Christmas gift, useCases of destitution should
Co.'s. They are the best candies in ful to every man and woman, than a
be reported in good time to
the simplified policies of the Equitable are back of the movement.
of the
town.
Life Assurance Association
hundred engraved calling cards? The
any member of the committee
United States, which cut out much of TEN MILLION DOLLARS
or to
Calling cards are alwayt useful, al- New Mexican can suit the most
MRS. A. J. FISCHER,
the picturesque hut unnecessary and
in this line,
ways desirable, and the New Mexican
GIVEN FOR P.ELIGION
Chairman.
involved verbiage of the past.
can supply any kind for Christmas
Social Held Last Night The Mod-- i
X
X X S S
Gives Another
ern Woodmen of America and the
gift.
John D. Rockefeller
ALMOST 60,000 POSTOFFICES
Tree.
Royal Neighbors held a social togethKindergarten Christmas
Magnificent Donation to ChiFINANCES IN FINE SHAPE
o
the
public er in Elks' hall last night and a very
The Kindergarten
cago University.
Continued from Page One.
Arthur
schools will have a Christmas tree at pleasant affair it proved.
Dec. 21. Religious in
Chicago.
(Continued From Page One.)
its school room at 2:30 o'clock tomor- Robinson sang a solo and a fine niusi-- i
struction is the chief object of the laseven
rest
in
one
of
out.
Drovide
for
carried
day
was
cal program
row afternoon.
donation of $10,000,000
Chaves county led with for each of the employes. Dr. Grand- - test and last
Prices prevail at the $19,500.
Reasonable
Here From the Philippines. Capof Chicago made by
to
the
University
was
field says:
Rexall Store on all holiday goods. $161,102.11 while San Juan county
tain W. A. Burbank, who has been in
John D. Rockefeller. This is shown in
becounties
verv
sentiment
a
Fisch"There
is
The
strong
19,509.26.
convince
in
with
and
f
yourself.
last
the Philippine islands, is back in his Drop
a letter from Mr. Rockefeller to Preser Drug Co.
sides Chaves that had more than throughout the country in favor of the
home, Santa Fe, where he has many
ident Harry Pratt Judson of the unimail
of
of
with
the
Bernalillo
discontinuance
delivery
1100,000 were:
friends who are glad to greet him and
should
Luna
sentiment
and
versity, which was made public to
on Sundays, and this
Grant $111,349.23
ask him many question about life in CARL MORRIS KNOCKS
of discon- day. "It is my desire," says Mr.
was
If
the
very
be
Valencia
while
plan
respected.
$103,391.61,
OUT MARION HART.
the tropics.
near the $100,000 mark with $93,728.30. tinuing entirely Sunday service by Rockefeller, "at least a million and a
!
Good Variety of Apple
- The counties that had less than
latter carriers which is now being half are to he used for the erection
Mor21.
Carl
Dec.
Sapulpa, Okla.,
or L. B. Prince today added to the
to
tried in a number of the larger cities and furnishing of the university chap
Juan
county,
San
addition
in
Man's
the brawny "White
Hope,"
fruit exhibition in the windows of the ris,
,
the sentiment of the communi- el."
Taos
where
Fe
$26,664.17;
discovered and coached by Joe Choyn-ski- were: Santa
U. S. Bank and Trust Company a speMcKin-leis
ties
Roosevelt
strongly in favor of Sunday
$24,790.31;
out
knocked
former
last
night
cimen of the Lauver apple, a variety
had
that
The
counties
proves practicable, it would MANHATTAN FLYER DASHES
closing,
$25,821.75.
of
Marvin
Hart
Kentucky.
champion
that does especially well In the
to
seem
the desired result may be
INTO ELEVATED ENGINE.
that
from
$30,000
that
balances
could
ranged
Hart was badly punished and
valley. It is a large, solid, not rise from the chair when
the $77,000 were: Colfax $71,339.44, Curry attained without legislation."
colored red apple.
A renewal of the recommendation Twelve Are Injured, One Fatally, in
j beautifully
third round was called. His seconds $42.,206.33; Dona Ana $64,376.68; Edj
)
a Train Collision In City Lim-it- s
Violet's
(pronounced
dy $34,609.31; Guadalupe $33,825.71; that a thirty days' leave of absence
threw up the sponge.
clerks
allowed
be
Colpostofflce
&
with
of Chicago.
$35,740.42;
Mora
Lincoln
pay
$73,543.85;
Gallett's,
Harmony's,
Roger
$37,131.99; and city letter carriers is made. UnOtero $44,494.93;
Quay
gate's & Palmer's Perfumes. The most QUICK-RIC21. A dozen people
Dec.
SCHEMERS ARE
Chicagr,
Sandoval
der existing law not exceeding fifteen were
complete stock in the city at Fischer
one fatally in a collision
INDICTED IN FEDERAL COURT. Rio Arriba $43,954.37;
injured
may
with
pay
San Miguel $73,149.64; Sierra days' leave of absence
flyer
,Drug Co.'s.
today between the Manhatton
Tor- be allowed clerks and carriers.
H. L. Pollard Was Honored
In the
on the Pennsylvania railroad and a
Boston, Dec. 21. Rev. Norman K. $331,862.09; Soor,ro $76,178.20;
and
of
economy
view
From the
point
Denver report of the American Apple Plass, former president of the Re- - rance $30,818.98; Union $35,721.37.
switch engine on the Panhandle eleefficiency in the service Congress is vated
Postal News.
Congress which was published yes--j deemable Investment Company, Chas.
structure at
to take action
locomotive of the flyer
terday, the name of H. L. Pollard of H. Brooks, manager, and John F. T.
Washington, Dec. 2U The star ser- urged in the report
The
street.
some
Espanola, as a member of the com-- ; Saphagen, agent of the company were vice has been changed from Glenwood looking to he retirement withof the was thrown off the track and explodmittee on legislation, was accidental-- indicted by the federal grand jury to-- . to Cooney, effective January 1, 1911, reasonable pension provision
ed, setting fire to the baggage and
ly omitted. Mr. Pollard was present day for using the mails in a scheme to end at Cooney. No change in dis- superannuated employes of the post mail cars.
tance. The postal officials have been office department.
throughout the whole convention and to defraud.
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35c
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201b.
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HAMS 20c lb.

15c-PRE- MIUM
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WE HAVE EVERTHING THERE IS TO
EAT AND OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

to Ik L

F. ANDREWS

So. 4.

;

$121,-643.6-

STORE

THE REXALL

THE REXALL STORE

CHRISTMAS

C1I1USTMAS

m

The 4tlf3WaJUb Store

I

a small stock of Choice and well selected
CHRISTMAS GIFTS and
goods suitable for
invite you to inspect what we offer.
We have

PENS,

SAFETY

PACKAGE

Vee-o-lay-

PERFUMERY, FOUNTAIN
KODAKS
and FANCY
PIPES,

RAZORS,

CANDIES.

ALL

LEFTOVERS

NEW-- NO

Large Assortment of Tags, Seals

FISCHER DRUG
The

j

STATIONERY,

BOXES.

TOILER

&

$30,-00- 0

Greeting Cards,

COMPANY

Fifty-sevent- h

5e,Ja!L Store

!

A FEW MORE SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

WHERE

m

FOR THE SWETEST

CHRISTMAS

REPRESENT

GIFTS

GIRL

OR MOTHER!

Salad Forks,

READING LAMPS,
Silver Deposit Scotch Sets,
Military, Cloth & Hat Brushes,
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Watches,
Manicure Pieces,
Chains,
Signet & Fancy Rings,
Turquoise Jewelry,
Pens, Desk Pieces.

Sandwich Trays,
After Dinner Sets,

Silver Deposit Cologne bottles,
Costers,
Novelties,
Coffee & Tea Sets,
Sterling Water Pitchers,
Flat Wear,
Sugar and Creams,
Bracelets,
Candelabra,
Veil Pins & Beauty Pins,
Lavaliers,
Souvenir Spoons,
Brooches in Turquoise & Filigree Jewelry, & Novelties.

CUT GLASS
Our name on a box
a guarantee of
Value and Beauty

8, SPITZ, Manufacturing

VALUE

FOR THE GIRL'S SWEET HEART
OR THE WOMAN'S HUSBAND
OR FATHER!

OR THE DEAREST WIFE,

Almond Seta,

CTTT AT

A

DIAMONDS

Jeweler.

For 30

Hand Painted China

sternng

Years-SBli- ing

&

CUT GLASS

Ebony Toilet Setsy

& Guaranteeing

Jewelru

Our name on a box
a guarantee of
Value and Beauty
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toys in our store. It is only a
week or two until holiday trade

-
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for

tSra:

we extanci offer of 25 per cent off
on every dollars worth
toys
in this Store. We also mark
down every article in ladies and
gants furnishing, dress goods
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Our assortment this
year is great deal
larger than last year
and are prepared to
fill needs of all.
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every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woman shoes
in fact every thing we have in
store at
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We believing in pushing
mdae at reduced price rather
than to have 8ame accumu"
late on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand
byI
.
sold
to
every garment
give A
No. 1 satisfaction of money
0urMottoi ' Honesty
and satisfaction to one and
all.

15 per cent off
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Buy your Xmas gifts
now while stock i,
complete and do

not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you
can get.

roYs
N Clothier

qrand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can COME, SEE.
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